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HELICOPTER TRANSFER — The Fort Campbell helicopter transport service was utilized by Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Administrator Stuart Poston to transfer a patient at the hospital to Memphis Baptist Hospital
today. Earl Bolt, a visitor locally from Michigan, was transferred from the Murray Hospital to Memphis at 7:40 a.
m. today with a possible cerebral hemorrhage, Poston said. The Mercy Professional Ambulance Service moved
Bolt from the hospital emergency room to the area used as a heliport by the hospital, on the south end of the
hospital grounds.
Staff Photo by David Hal
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Kentuckians May Get Chance To
Call Constitutional Convention
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)— Ken-
tuckians could get a chance to vote on
whether to call a constitutional con-
vention if the 1976 General Assembly
approves a bill introduced this week.
The bill, sponsored by Rep. Joe
Clarke, D-Danville, would require
"taking the sense of the people as to
calling a convention to revise the
constitution."
Clarke introduced the same bill in the
1974 legislature and it was approved
and signed by the governor. But this
year's General Assembly must pass the
bill again if the question is to go before
the people.
If all goes well for the bill this time
around, the state's voters would face a
referendum in the next general election
in which members of the state
Task Force Expected To
Propose Tighter Security
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A special
federal task force formed in the wake of
last month's bombing at LaGuardia
Airport in New York is expected to
propose tightened security that would
limit public access to coin locker and
increase baggage surveillance.
The recommendations are to be
proposed to President Ford on Monday
by Transportation Secretary William
Coleman Jr. Despite published reports
listing details of the task force study,
spokesmen for the Department of
Transportation declined Friday to
discuss the recommendations.
The task force was hastily formed
after the Dec. 29 bombing that killed 11
persons and injured 70 others at
LaGuardia. The bomb was hidden in a
coin-operated locker.
The task force, headed by Federal
Aviation Administrator John McLucas,
spent a week looking into airport
security and submitted its proposals to
Coleman on Friday.
Coleman told reporters last week that
possible recommendations included
increased patrols around coin-operated
baggage lockers, a requirement that
keys to those baggage lockers be kept
at a central point, and periodic random
checks of the lockers.
Airport officials consider coin lockers
a passenger convenience. Lockers have
been closed at LaGuardia since the
bombing.
Other proposals reportedly con-
sidered by the task force included one
that the lockers be located away from
outside doors and from large expanses
of plate glass windows. The task force
also reportedly considered a proposal
to require persons renting coin lockers
to have their pictures taken.
The task force recommendations are
the result of meetings with such groups
as the FBI, the Customs Department,
pilots unions and representatives of
airport operators.
Among dther recommendations
which Coleman reportedly will take to
Ford are one providing for increased
bomb detection training for airport
personnel and another suggesting more
money for research and development of
improved baggage surveillance
devices.
legislature run — which would be 1977,
Clarke said.
A simple majority of voters is
required to call such a convention, and
the number voting yes must be equal to
at least 25 per cent of all those voting in
the preceding year's general election —
in this case, the November, 1976
election.
Then, in 1978, voters would elect a
delegate to the constitutional con-
vention from each of the 100 state
legislative districts. The convention
delegates would be required to go into
session within 90 days of the election,
and would remain in session until the
new constitution was drafted.
The final document would be sub-
mitted to voters for ratification. Clarke
said the earliest that could happen
would be 1979.
The issue is whether Kentucky's
constitution is an outdated document or
whether it is flexible enough to serve
the state into the first century.
Opponents of a constitutional con-
vention say the old constitution has
worked well enough and should be left
intact. If change is needed, the
document can be amended, they argue
But supporters of a convention to
redraft the 1891 document say it is
overly specific and tuned to another
age. It covers areas that are better left
to the legislature, they say.
Clarke said there is "a whole laundry
list of reasons' to redraft the con-
stition.
He cited the constitutional limits on
the salaries of top Kentucky officers
and the division of Kentucky's cities
into six classes according to population,
as examples.
Voters have rejected three attempts
in the past 45 years to call a con-
(See Constitution, Page le)
Many State Legislators Head
Home After First Week's Work
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Many of
Kentucky's 138 state legislators headed
home today after the first week of the
1976 session of the General Assembly,
climaxed Friday by the passage of two
bills in the Senate.
The House did not act on any
legislation during the first four working
days of the session, which were oc-
cupied principally with the election of
leaders, committee meetings and the
assignment of lawmakers and bills to
various committees.
Both chambers met only briefly
Friday, adjourning until Monday at 4
p.m.
- Next weekend, the legislators will
have two extra days off, observing
Thursday, the birthday of the late Mar-
tin Luther King, Jr., and next Monday,
the birthday of Robert E. Lee.
Senate Majority Leader Tom Garrett
of Paducah filed one of the two bills
passed by the upper chamber and then
sent to the House.
His bill would require fiscal courts to
continue to provide facilities and finan-
ces for circuit courts and clerks.
The bill, Garrett explained on the
floor, was intended to clarify some con-
fusion that arose after voters approved
the judicial amendment to the state
constitution last November.
He said there was some question
whether fiscal courts, under the new
judicial system, still were responsible
for providing facilities for circuit spir-
ts.
"This is to eliminate a lot of con-
fusion," Garrett said. "I do not think
the county judges were serious that
clerks would be holding court but in the
streets."
He said some county judges had
threatened to evict circuit court
facilities becausOlhe judicial article
contained no provision for reimbursing
the counties for their support.
The Senate also approved a.bill to
allow political candidates to act as their
own campaign treasurers until
someone is named to fill the position.
Under current law a campaign
treasurer must be designated before a
candidate is allowed to officially
qualify.
The bill also would allow a candidate
to act as his own treasurer, if his
designated treasurer was removed
from the position, resigned or died.
The bill was labeled the "Marlow
Cook bill" because of an incident in-
volving the former U.S. senator two
years ago.
Cook did not name a treasurer prior
to the filing deadline and his name
almost was removed from the ballot.
This bill should be more ap-
propriately called the Marlow Cook
memorial bill," quipped Sen. Walter
Baker, R-Glasgow.
White House Upset Over Move
For Tighter Control Of The CIA
WASHINGTON (AP) — White House
officials are expressing dismay over a
Senate proposal for tighter control of
the CIA as President Ford convenes a
high level meeting to discuss his own
plans for reorganizing the intelligence
community.
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger, Defense Secretary Donald
H. Rurnsfeld, CIA Director Wiliam E.
Colby and other top officials were
scheduled meet with the President
today to go over a variety of options for
overhauling the nation's intelligence
operations.
White House counsel Philip Buchen
on Friday voiced dismay at suggestions
offered by the Senate Intelligence
Committee, but said the President is
considering "almost every option that
has been seriously advocated" during
MSU Life And Learning
Series Offers 23 Classes
Twenty-three classes, including 10
new ones, are being offered for the
spring semester of Murray State
University's "Life and Learning- adult
education program.
This is the fourth consecutive
semester that the University has of-
fered the program as a community
service. The non-credit, short courses
are designed primarily for leisure
enrichment and personal development,
according to Dr. Donald A. Jones, dean
of continuing education at Murray
State. There are no entrance
requirements. No grades are given, and
there are no final examinations.
The 10 new classes include:
Beginning drawing and painting; dog
obedience instruction; ballroom
dancing; stringed instruments class for
elementary-age children; guitar
playing; furniture styles, selection and
arrangements; archery shooting
techniques; a self-defense class for
women; conversational Spanish, and
basic conversational French for
elementary-level students.
The other classes, all of which have
been offered before, are: Basic crappie
fishing; variations of working with
yarn; how to build a Kentucky Long
Rifle; the fundamentals of knitting;
house and patio plants; cake
decorating; needlepointing ; arranging
flowers for all Occasions; interior
design; professional growth techniques
for women; savings and investment
techniques for young people; and
amateur radio instruction.
With exception of the stringed in-
strument and basic conversational
French classes, all classes will be
taught in the evenings with instructors
from both on and off campus and who
have expertise in specialized areas.
The first classes are scheduled to start
Mon., Feb. 9.
The basic objective of the "Life and
Learning- program, Dr. Jones em-
phasized, is to provide opportunities for
the people of the area to learn the kind
of things not offered in a strictly
academic curriculum.
All courses will be taught on the
Murray State campus, and will meet
weekly with the periods of instruction
varying from three to 10 weeks. The
tuition is based on per contact hour of
instruction.
Advance registration by mail is
recommended and strongly en-
couraged, Dr. Jones said, since
enrollment in a number of the classes is
limited. For additional information,
interested persons should write or call
Dr. Jones. His address is Center for
Continuing Education, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky. 42071. The
phone numbers are 762-4159 and 762-
2086.
Veteran Wins Fight For
Social Worker Position
MON'TICELLO, Ky. (API — A
partially disabled Vietnam war veteran
has won his fight to get a job as a state
social worker, just before a scheduled
state Personnel Board hearing on the
matter.
Kenneth Ray Ledbetter, 23, sought
the social worker job last fall and had
the top score on a state merit system
exam for the job.
But he was prevented from getting
the job, apparently after Monticello and
Wayne County Democratic officials
objected and rumors about Ledbetter's
relatives were relayed to officials in the
Department for Human Resources.
James Roberts, an area supervisor
for the Human Resources Department,
said in November that two persons had
told him Ledbetter would not be a,good
juvenile counselor.
Though lardbetter, a Cumberland
College graduate, had been interviewed
and recommended by two persons
under Roberts' supervision, Roberts
decided against hiring him.
Ledbetter petitioned the state Per-
sonnel Board for a hearing, charging he'
had been denied the post for "reasons
altogether unrelated to his fitness for
the position." And a hearing was
scheduled for next week.
"I wasn't going to be run out of
Wayne County," Ledbetter said.
Last Thursday, however, he met with
Roberts, and on Friday, Jack Lewis, a
Human Resources official, said the way
has been cleared for Ledbetter to begin
work Feb. 1 as a social worker, though
not as a juvenile counselor.
Ledbetter said Roberts told him he
hadn't realized Ledbetter was willing to
be a social worker rather than a
juvenile counselor, and claimed not to
have received a letter in which Led-
better made that cleat.
Lewis said the only objections to
Ledbetter's hiring "ran to the juvenile
counselor position and not to any other
social worker job. Nobody T know of had
any reservations about this kind of
work from day one."
Ledbetter said, however, They just
decided they would rather give me the
social worker job in Wayne County than
go to ape:aring."
He said he expects "pressure" when
he begins work, because of the publicity
surrounding his case, "but I'm going ta-
' stick with it. I'm going to do the best job
I can."
the past year of investigations into the
CIA, FBI- and other intelligence
agencies. 
Buchen declined to be specific but
said the options ranged from simply
issuing clearer guidelines to a radical
restructuring that would put all
intelligence agencies under one roof.
He ruled out only two possibilities —
creating a separate agency in charge of
covert operations and moving the CIA
director into the White House.
Buchen said he has no idea when the
final package will be decided on, but
another administration official
predicted Ford would present at least
the broad outlines of the ragnsunsation
-In -his State of the Untrif message
scheduled for Jan. 19.
In a telephone interview, Buchen
voiced strong disagreement with
legislation drafted by the intelligence
committee which would require the
administration to give Congress prior
notification before embarking on
sensitive intelligence operations.
The Senate committee draft, a
portion of which was read to The
Associated Press, states that a new
intelligence oversight committee to be
created by the act must be informed of
any "activity that is specified as
especially sensitive prior to the time
such activity is initiated."
The bill would reserve for Congress
the right to determine which in-
telligence activities fall in the
"especially sensitive" category, ac-
cording to one source familiar with its
contents.
The draft bill, copies of which have
been circulated within the executive
branch, represents a significant
strengthening of current legislation
which requires "timely" notification of
Congress of CIA covert operations.
The current law is ambiguous but as
practiced by the administration it
means Congress is informed of covert
operations "within a reasonable time"
after the operation has been under-
taken, according to Buchen.
Buchen said a requirement for prior
notification would be an intrusion on the
executive's power to conduct foreign
affairs. A CIA spokesman pointed out
that an oversight committee could
block implementation of a covert

















Increasing cloudiness and warmer
today, highs in the mid 30s to near 40.
Cloudy and warmer tonight, with a
chance of rain, possibly mixed with a
little snow at times before morning.
Lows in the mid to upper 20s. Mostly
cloudy and turning colder Sunday, with
rain ending. Highs in the lowto mid 40s.
Winds southerly ten to 15 miles per
hour today, southwest around ten miles
per hour tonight.
Outlook for Monday, partly cloudy
and cold.
Precipitation chances 40 per cent
tonight and Sunday




By —Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I were invited to play bridge
at the home of a couple we recently met. During the game, I
happened to look in a mirror across the room, and I saav the
other man put his foot right next to my wife's foot! The way
it looked to me, my wife didn't make any move to take her
foot away.
This happened several times during the bridge game. On
the way home, I asked my wife about it, and she said she
felt this man's foot a few times, but she was sure he didn't
mean anything by it.
Should I tell this man the next time I see him that he
should be more careful where he puts his feet? Or do you
think I am making something out of nothing?
We are all in our 60's.
BRIDGE PLAYER
DEAR PLAYER: Only a dummy would accuse a recent
acquaintance of playing tricks with his wife on such flimsy
evidence. If the old boy was trying a finesse, it didn't work.
Pass.
DEAR ABBY: Our 20-year-old daughter is planning to
be married in six months. She's had only five dates with her
fiance. He lives in a distant state—too remote for them to
get together again before the wedding.
They write to each other daily and talk long-distance once
a week. Father says (and means it) that he will never accept
the young man even if they do marry. (He figures that his
daughter won't get married without his approval, but he is
wrong.)
I am not in favor of our daughter marrying a man she
knows so slightly, but if they marry I will accept him
warmly.
My husband is angry with me. He thinks that because he
disapproves of this marriage, I should do likewise.
How do you size up the situation?
MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: ,Your husband is making a serious
mistake in saying "never." He can't prevent a daughter of
legal age from marrying, so he's foolish to take such a
stubborn, negative attitude.
I hope he reconsiders.
DEAR ABBY: I have a key employee who does an
excellent job for the company, but he presents a problem
that I cannot for the life of me solve. a
He has extremely bad breath and body odor, too, which
leads me to believe that he doesn't bathe often enough. I
know it is very offensive to those who work with him. In all
other regards. he is a wonderful person and a very hard
worker.
Any suggestions as to how to handle this problem will be
greatly appreciated.
STUMPED
DEAR STUMPED: A key employee who does an
excellent job for the company is worth saving.
Bad breath and body odor are not uncommon problems.
I Witness the amount of advertising for products to remedy
them.)
Take this "wonderful" man aside and tell him frankly but
plainly. It would be a kindness.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.









will have a dance at the
basement of the Fine Arts
Building, Murray State
University, from eight to
eleven p. m. with Arnold
Hearon as the caller.
Benefit country music show
for Karen Brandon will be
held at the old Hardin High
School at seven p. m., spon-
sored by the West Kentucky
Eagle CB Club. Sandwiches
and drinks will be sold.
Admission is one dollar for




will meet at the Kappa Delta
room, Murray, at two p. m.
with Ann Kay Barber as
hostess.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
American Revolution will
meet at ,the home of Mrs.
George Hart at 1:30 p.m.
Senior art exhibits by
Patricia Ann Alvey, painting
and drawing, Mary
Stephenson, 3-D Design, and
Brenda Weyerbacher, tex-
tiles, opened at Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Building, and will
run through January 21.
Open house at Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity house
will be following the Murray-
New Orleans basketball game
at the MSU field house.
Sunday, January 11
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Crutcher
will be honored On their golden
wedding anniversary with an
open house at their home in
the Taylor's Chapel com-
munity near Dover, Tenn.,
from one to four p. m.
"The Magic Silver Show," a
national competitive show in
photograph will be in the
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, MSU, and will run
through Jan. 31.
Community reception in
honor of Dr. and Mrs. Bill
Whittaker will be from 2:30 to
four p. m. at the Fellowship
Hall of the First Baptist
Church.
"The Gospel Road," a Billy
Graham film, will be shown at
the Hazel United Methodist
Church at 6:30 p. m. Public is
invited.
Monday, January 12
"Praise" singing group will
be at the Maranatha Center,
1112 Olive, at 7:30p.m.
Calloway County
Genealogical Society will
meet with Erin Montgomery,
1619 Miller, at 1:30 p.m.
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at seven p.
m.
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m.
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women will meet at seven p.
m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at seven p. m.
Ala teen will meet at the An
Hall at seven p. m.
National Organization for
Women is scheduled to meet
at the United Campus
Ministry building at 7:30 p. m.
Shopping to Murray and
shopping centers for senior
citizens who live in the county
will be at 1:30 p. m. Call 753-





Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Church will meet
with Wanda Delle at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, January 13
Betty Sledd Mission Group
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet with Becky Ham-
pton at 7:30 p.m.
The Audubon Wilcrlife film,
"Yosemite: An Ecological
Visit," will be shown at seven




meet at one p. m. as follows:
Paris Road with Mrs. Lucille
Hart, Coldwater with Mrs.
Fred Douglas, and New
Providence with Iris Caateel.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. W. W. Alford,
Panorama Shores, and
Maryleona Frost with Mrs. W.
B. Graves, 1507 Kirkwood, at
9:30 a. m., and Faith Doran in
the social hall of the church at
two p. m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Graves
Hendon at nine a. m., II with
Mrs. 0. C. Wells at ten a. m.,
III with 'Mrs. Edgar Pride at
two p. m., and Bea Walker
with Mrs. Allen Russell at 7:30
p. m.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. James
Hart at ten a. m. and IV with
Mrs. Jo Crass at 7:30 p. m.
Praise singing group will be
at Maranatha Center at 7:30 p.
m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p. m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Arts and Crafts Group of
Senior Citizens will meet at
the Dexter Community Center
at 9:30a. m.
Ellis Center will open for
senior citizens at ten a. m.
with sack lunch at noon, band
practice from 12:30 to'l: 45 p.
m., and square dance lessons
from two to three p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p. m.
Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p. m.
Murray Quota Club will




meet as follows: South
Murray at Triangle Inn at ten
a.m.; Pacers with Joanna
Adams at 9:30 a.m.; Pot-
tertown at Holiday Inn at ten
a.m.; New Concord with Mary
Montgomery at one p.m.;
South Pleasant Grove with
Mrs. Ronnie Jackson at one
p.m.
Evening circles • of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 pain.
as follows: Hannah with Fay
Beyer, Murray Route Two,
Ruth Wilson with Mrs. W. P.
Russell, 1112 Elm, and
Wesleyan with Dr. Alice
Koenecke, 1701 Hamilton.
Praise will sing at the
Maranatha Center at 7:30
p.m.
Ladies day luncheon at
Murray Country Club is
cancelled.
Senior citizens will meet at
North Second Street Com-
munity Center at one p.m.
with discount cards to be
issued for 1976.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at Hazel Community
Center at one p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at Dexter tommunity
Center at 9:30 a.m.
Bowling for senior citizens





decorations. A soap and tooth-
brush holder can stand on a
sink or taqk top. A magazine.
rack fits over the side of the
bathtub and doubles as a
toiletry caddy. The
overlapping tub-side tray can




driveway, scrape down the
pavement, then scrub with a
detergent or soap and water
solution. This will rid the
driveway of oil buildup
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY, JANUARY 12, 1976
Look in the section In which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A day in which to avoid
making hasty decisions and
impossible demands. Otherwise
you should have smooth sailing.
Make the most of your all-
around competence.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 6k41'
Stellar influences suggest
that you curb emotions, avoid
impulsiveness and eccentricity.
Be sure of steps to be taken,
then take them with poise.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) 116119'.
A problematic day, much
depending on your mood and
approach. You have plenty of
planetary backing to carry out
worthwhile plans and activities,
however.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
The importance you attach to
some things may have to be
shifted to mons pertinent
matters, but don't let fear of
change hamper your efforts.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4{4A
Your forceful expressions are
usually potent assets but
emotions may tend to reach the
boiling point now, so guide
speech and self dexterously.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPUI.
Do not hesitate to ask
questions. There could be some
surprising answers, otherwise
unavailable. Evaluate care-
fully: take nothing as positive
without due research.
WHIP 'N FREEZE
If You don't use all your
whipping cream within a
certain time limit, don't waste
it. Whip it, spoon into dollops
and freeze on a flat shallow
pan. Then stack in a freezer
container, separating layers
with waxed paper or plastic
wrap and used frozen as
needed. They'll thaw in a few
seconds after being placed
atop eggnog, cakes, pies or as
fruit garnishes.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 73) An
You could run into some
trying situations if you speak
out of turn or act unthinkingly,
so stress good will and keep wits
sharp.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. fl)
Mixed influences. Do not get
into controversy which would
only lead to chaos, but do
discuss matters calmly. You
CAN reach happy solutions
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
nveV
Your personality should at-
tract those who can aid you in
fulfilling ambitions. You will
find that many are interested,
concerned. Just be sure that you
express yourself in an ar-
ticulate manner.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
As with Sagittarius, you, too,






(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Generous influences on the
whole. Both artistry and imag-
ination should be stimulated.
Use both well and results will
please.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
A fine project begun recently
will bog down unless you keep it
in mind, mull over details, plan
a more progressive way of
following through
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with extraordinary
intelligence, a philosophical
outlook on life and an integrity
which inspires the confidence of
all with wham you deal. In-
tellectually inclined, you
usually seek out the com-
panionship of those who
stimulate your thinking and
your lively imagination.
However, you are inclined to be
somewhat patronizing with
those of lesser knowledge. Try
to curb this trait since it
detracts from your image
which, otherwise, would be
highly pleasing to one and all.
Capricornians excel in many
ways, often reaching the top as
scientists, educators, writers,
lawyers and statesmen. Birth-
date of: John Hancock, early
Amer. statesman; John Win-




FOR SUNDAY, JANUARY 11, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
"r1Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Let good judgment guide your
decisions. Figure out what you
MUST have as against what you
would like. The latter may have.,
to be sacrificed in part.
TAUttUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 0467
Chin up! Most dilemmas are
not as difficult as you think.
Don't let them keep you from
appreciating your very fine
advantages.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Don't be impulsive but be
ready to take quick action
where necessary. Recognize the
difference between wasteful
haste and well-directed efforts.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 43(1
A bit of reflection needed. You
may find that some of your
goals are not as praiseworthy as
they seem on the surface.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) irlfg
Don't wait for another's
decision if you have the answer,
but DO profit by the advice and
experience of others if "on the
fence."
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) r/P
Especially favored now:
personal relationships, home
and family concerns, romance
and sodal activities.
LIBRA ,&(-1(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Give of your best to those who
have proved worthy in the past,
but do not waste your time or
generosity on schemers or
dialers.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) /71/eV
Some good news or friendly
cooperation should aid you in
perfecting long-range plans.
Study new trends, develop-
ments.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Jew 4i%f
You can coast on your laurels
for a while, if you do not ac-
tually waste time or dissipate
talents. The restful day is also
valuable, indulged with proper
purpose. Romance favored.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Certain activities will be
definitely out of order, others
prominently "in." Use good
judgment. Consider the total
picture when looking for
guidance.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) =..4
Your planets auspicious. Be
on the lookout for good leads,
new ventures with truly sub-
stantial potential.iscEs
I Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(G
Especially favored under
generally fine aspects: medical
and scientific matters; study,
research, investigation.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly versatile Individual but
so unassuming most of the time
that few recognize your many
talents.
















in Paris & Mayfield
*Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
10-8 Friday Bel-Air Shopping Center 10-7 Mon.-Thurs.
1-6 Sun. Murray 9-8 Sat.








Right now, your doctor may be seriously thinking
of leaving the state or retiring early because of his
difficulty in getting or affording liability insurance.
Many doctors are limiting their practice and young
doctors are leaving for other states where insurance
is available at a reasonable cost. Doctors who can
get coverage are paying premiums which are
doubling and tripling yearly (over $20,000 per
year, in some medical specialties). Insurance pre-
mium rates for hospitals are predicted to double in
1976! This is a part of medical care cost that you,
the pcitient, pays!
What can YOU do about II?
Please write and call your state senator and repre-
sentative and ask them to support legislation in the
1976 General Assembly that will allow doctors and
hospitals to obtain the insurance coverage they
need to continue to serve the people of this state.
Kentuckians deserve the best medical care avail-
able at the lowest cost possible. Your help now is
the best assurance of the availability of health core
to your family.
Medicine has dedicated itself, from the beginning, to ridding
mankind of its ills. Now, medicine needs help. Please act now!
4'..--Rettfue6y 911edical ._.‘4ssocitsitoot
Telephone 452-6324 — Area Code 502
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10 Years Ago
The Murray-Calloway County United
Fund has reached 95 per cent of its goal,
according to Robert Moyer, United
Fund president. The goal for the year is
$29,077.
Miss Connie Hopkins, senior at
Calloway County High School, was
chosen as "Good Citizen of Calloway
County" by the local DAR chapter.
Named from Murray High was Rita
Ann Hur0 and from Murray College
High was Diana Cavitt.
Pam Clark, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Charles Clark, senior at Murray High
School, has been selected to play in the
U. S. Band of America, according to
Phil Shelton, Murray High Band
director.
Murray State College beat Tennessee
Tech 67 to 62 for. their second Ohio
Valley Conference win of the season.
Miss Rubie Smith spoke on
'`Teaching The Child" at the meeting of




Gov. A. B. Chandler named William
Nall as superintendent of Kentucky
Lake State Park, Kentucky Dam
Village State Park, and Pennyrile
Forest State Park.
Senator George Overbey and
Representative Owen Billington bait
been named to committees in the House
and Senate for the 1956 Kentucky
General Assembly.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Era
King, Mrs. Ellen Gooch, age 86, and
Eaton Paschall, age 47.
City Judge Bob McCuiston and Police
Chief Ohs Warren today released a
report of the past year's activities. The
total fines received during 1955
amounted to $6,206.60. •
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Count Three and Pray" starring Van
Heflin.
Bible Thought
Create in me a clean Neart, 0
God . . . and renew a right Spirit
within me. Psalm 51:10.
Murder and adultery were two of
David's sins. But when his heart
broke with repentance, God wel-
comed him back. God will welcome




At a remote sheep station, a rancher's
old mule kicked his mother-in-law to
death. A tremendous crowd turned out for
the funeral, but the crowd was composed
entirely of men. The minister commented:
"This old lady must have been mighty
popular, because so many people seem to
be willing to leave their work and come to
her funeral." "They're not here for the
funeral," said the surprised farmer.
"They're here to buy the mule.
,30 Years Ago
Official notification that S 1-c Lewis
Chester Dodds, listed as missing in
action since March 1, 1942, was killed
when the USS Houston was sunk has
been received by his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Moss Dodds, Alme Route One.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. W. J. Shankle, Tom C. Pool, age
75, Johnny Steely, age ten months,
Thomas Wesley ( Buddie ) Herndon, Jeff
Morris, age 81, Ben Pollard, and Mrs,
Anna Hoover.
, The Keys-Houston Clinic changed
names and ownership last week when
Mrs. B. B. Keys, wife of the late Dr.
Keys, sold her half interest. Dr. C. J.
McDevitt bought a third interest in the
institution. The other two-thirds is
owned by Dr. Hugh and Hal Houston,
sons of the 'late Dr. E. B. Houston. It
will now be known as the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic, Inc.
Murray's dark fired tobacco market
opened here with an average of $22.25
reported.
Enrollment at Murray State College
is listed at 625 for the winter quarter,
according to Cleo Gillis Hester,
registrar. -
Marriages reported this week include
Laverne Edwards to Howell C. Doores
on November 24, Charlotte Wright to
U. 0. C. Wells, Jr., on December 29,
Kathryn Dunaway to William Sims on
October 31, ad Rena Elizabeth Dill to
Scott t. Solomon on December 72.
40 Years Ago
Fleetwood Crouch was named to the
Calloway County Board of Education
after the resignation of Dr. C. H. Jones.
Gardie Lassiter is chairman of the
board and Ed Adams is vice-chairman.
Deaths reported this week include
Bobby Evans Neely, age four months,
Tom Paul, age 72, Mrs. Mattie Lamb,
age 43, Sam Patton, age 34, Everett E.
Cooper, age 66, Mary Ellen Pogue, Mrs.
Annie Holland, age 60, Ausbron Lamb,
age 62, Mrs. Sallie McCuiston, Loy
Rushing, Elder J. P. Jenkins, and Mrs.
L. L. Smith.
Fume- Hopkins has been appointed
highway foreman for Calloway County.
Officers of the Calloway County
Medical Society are Dr. R. M. Mason,
Dr. A. D. Butterworth, Dr. J. V. Stark,
and Dr. W. H. Graves.
Hayden McNutt was named captain
and Milburn Provine as alternate
captain for the Murray High School
football team for 1936.
R. L. Mott has been named the
Railway Express Agent here to succeed
Durrett Padgett.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Burkeen.
The Murray Ledger & Times
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
Isn't It The Truth
There are two kinds of rich people - the
Rich Rich, who can buy or do anything
without reckoning the cost, and the Poor
Rich, who must consult their tax adviser
first.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger B Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days. July 4, Christmas Day, New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc. 103 N. 4th St, Murray,
Ky., 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
Let's Stay Well
by carriers, 51 25 per month, payable in
advance By mail in Callowcry County
and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia
and Farmington, Ky, , and Paris.
Buchanan and Purrs«, Tern. S15.00
per year By mail to other destinations,
S30.00 per year
Member of Associated Press, Ken-
tucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publisher's Association
Edit, afal Asinfonated articles on thus page are presented for
the purpose ot tutiviclusg a forum fur the fret exchange ot dliterusg
°plutons la-ttera to the editor in respunae to editorials and
o9tniocatt,1 articles are encouraged
The Um newspaper strongly believe that to i1.1111(
oprnutiatt,i articles to only those wtucti parrallel the editorial
peulosup, ,t this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers.
therefor, or age readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the idea, presented by an individual enter in a column, to respond
with the:, fet/iiigb on the parUcular issue being discussed
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The City of Murray will have to face
up to some hard decisions during 1976 if
Revenue Sharing is not extended into
1977. To explain the problems that face
us all, let me present the General Fund
budget of the City of Murray for 1976.
First, let us consider the estimated
income portion of the City budget:
Tax and liliscallamoous






Parking Lot (municipal) 2,300
Cemetery Lot Sales  10,500
Building Permits 2,500
Sanitation Dept. Rev. 279,000
Police Court Fines 65,000
Insurance Tax 106,000
Total  $1,014,300
One can immediately notice from
these figures that property taxes, as
high as they are felt to be, represent
only a fraction over 37 per cent of the in-
come to city government. Most of the
remaining income is made up of what
could be called "nuisance taxes," a
great many of which are non-deductible
items on your federal tax return.
Now as to "what do they do with all
that money they collect," let us turn to
the everyday recurring expenses of
running your city government, as listed
in the accompanying table.
' These expenses total $1,155,900 and
amount to $71,600 more than is
estimated to be taken in as tax and
miscellaneous revenue. The difference
will, of course, be taken from Revenue
Sharing funds furnished by the Federal
Government. The picture is somewhat
darker than this, however, as the
operational costs listed above do not in-
clude funds for major equipment
outlays for the non-revenue-producing
departments (L e. Police, Fire, Street).
These departments must buy their
major equipment for operation from
Revenue Sharing Funds, and if these
funds are eliminated this will become
impossible. In addition, several
thousand dollars are spent each year by
the Street Department for street
repaving, repair, ditching, etc. which
come from gasoline tax refund money
furnished by Kentucky State Govern-
ment. Thus local tax dollars paid direc-
tly to the City of Murray furnish only
street worker salaries, equipment
repair, and gasoline-oil costs. Street
renovation and repair material costs
are met by the gasoline tax refund
money which is not reflected in the in-
come-expenditure amounts listed in the
budget given above.
Further, the City contribution for the
operation of a local ambulance service
has previously come from Revenue
Sharing funds. This fiscal year is an ex-
ception because of a one-time grant-in-
aid award by the state government. We
are thus lacking more on the order of
$125,000 to $140,000 bringing in suf-
ficient local revenue to operate city
government at its present level (not
counting the gasoline tax refund
revenue).
The picture has been helped
somewhat during the past year by the
complete reorganization of the Street
department and the Sanitation depart-
ment. Because of this reorganization,
the Street Department will operate in
1976 with the same dollar expenditure
as for 1975, even after giving the em-
ployees a cost-of-living raise. By a cost-
analysis method the cost of commercial
Home Care On Increase
Home care is growing as a
means of meeting medical
needs .
Care at home may be as ade-
quate as -- or even a better alter-
native than -- the services
available in local institutions
especially for aged and
chronically ill persons
A recent study by BiUP emus
found that some patients may
recover faster at home, and
physicians are increasingly
recommending home care.
Hospital omits have continued
to rise, and this fact has cased
families and thied-party payers
(Insurance.' Blue Cross and
government) to seek appropriate
alternatives that axnpare favor-
ably in cats In spite of the bast
efforts by institutions. the com-
forts and familiar susroundings
of home have unique advan-
tages
However. home care may not
be !suitable in many instances.
By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D.
Your physician has to advise
you. depending upon the needs of
individual cases.
Usually, a private. quiet room
at Nome is required. preferably
with an accessible bathroom. A
telephone and television or radio
are desirable A special bed is
often required and can be rented
or bought. If a patient is to get
about the house in a wheelchair
or walker, the doors have to be
sufficiently wide for passage.
An increasing number of Ioni-
a and non-profit organizations
are springing up across the
country to provide home care by
trained personnel The local
health department, hospital or
your physician Can advise you
about the home health services
which are available in your
community It is wise to check on
the cast • and your insurance
before ()Naming home care ser-
vices.
If such home care is not pro-
vided, it may be a worthy pro-
ject kw the community to en-
courage and develop.
Q Mrs. KS inquires whether
hepatitis can be transmitted
from ow person to another by
sexual intercourse
A. A recent study m Bnston
found that hepatitis can be
transmitted by sexual inter-
course. Carriers of hepatitis
went home after being hospi-
talized. No evidence at ccritagion
was apparent in other members
it the hnisehold. except in those
who had had sexual relations
with a spouse. Hepatitis in a viral
infection of the liver and may be
Mild. severe, or even fatal At
least two lunds exist one that in
caught by eating contaminated
food (virue Al and the other
(virus B) from blond transfusions
infected needles or other imam-
BLASINGAME
rocas
Q. Mrs. DL says that she ha
always been overweight and
thatishe thinks her obesity IS a
handicap when she applies form
job She would like comment
A You are probably correct, in
your no imation that your obese \
is a handicap when you amity (or
a joh. Someone has observed
that few fat mess are presidents
of companies Make-up and ap
pnopriate clothing may lessee
the appearance of your obese
Much depends on your pc'
snnality and ability to perform
Once you have landed a yob, do it
well. Remember that Kate
Smith has been highly successful
hecause she appears happy and
suip beautifully to satisfy her
listeners Of course, weight
reduction should be seriousl%
tried, preferably under the (-arc
of a physician
pickup by the Sanitation Department
has been determined, and in 1976 local
businesses will be billed for the exact
cost ( as nearly as prssible) to the city
of picking up their refuse. This
represents an estimated $77,000 in-
crease in commercial pickup fees to be
collected in 1976, and will result in the
Sanitation Department no longer
having to buy expensive operating
equipment from Revenue Sharing fun-
ds.
Since the enactment by the Federal
Government of Revenue Sharing, the
Sanitation Department has spent
$174,363.43 of Revenue Sharing funds
for equipment and repair. The principal
source of this deficit has occurred
through the commerical pickup portion
of the operation. A deficit of this
magnitude should not occur again
because the reorganization of this
department has resulted in a decrease
in expenses and an increase in income
sufficient that the department is paying
its own way for the first time in many
years.
It should be apparent to the reader
that when and if Revenue Sharing
ceases, the city will have a problem in
finances in the following areas:
1. A $71,600 difference in the cost of
services presently provided, as sum-
marized in the expenditures listed
above, and income listed.
2. Major equipment purchases for
the non-revenue-producing depart-
ments (Police, Fire, Street)., (B25,000 to
$35,000)
3. Ambulance Service. ($35,000 to
$50,000)
Any solution to the burgeoning finan-
cial problem will probably come from
the following choices:
1. A local sales tax. This is presently
prohibited by state law, and thus will
not be a possible solution unless and un-
til the State Legislature enacts enabling
legislation for such a tax.
2. The levying of a payroll tax, with
the elimination of the insurance tax.
The elimination of this tax should be a
part of any revenue producing proposal
because the insurance companies
presently keep 22.22 per cent of the
money they collect from policy holders.
The city receives only 77.78 per cent of
the money actually paid by the tax-
payer. This represents something of a
ridiculous situation.
3. Cutting down on services
provided. If this is a desired item, the
reader, should go through the items
listed in the expenditures section and
list for himself what he would
eliminate, and the dollar savings which
would result. Please note at this time
that it requires all of the property tax
revenue, all of the insurance tax
revenue, and virtually all of the vehicle
license revenue to support the Police
and Fire Departments.
To balance the true budget ( including
the $71,600, the equipment for non-
revenue producing departments, the
ambulance service) for 1976 we would
have to eliminate in the neighborhood
of $140,000 from the budget.
As the two largest items of ex-
penditure are Police and Fire, we
might look briefly at the possibility of
cutting expenses in these two areas:
(a) The principal cost of operation
of the Police Department is salary. The
present level of operation keeps officers
on duty 24 hours per day. By cutting out
half the personnel we could eliminate in
the neighborhood of $115,000 from
operational expenses. This would come
close to solving the financial problem,
but are the poeple of Murray willing
to do without half of their police protec-
tion? If you feel that they are, Mr. Ed
Chrisman is chairman of the Police
Committee, and your comments along
this line should be directed to him.
(b) The principal cost of operation
of the Fire Department is salary, and
the working hours and compensation
has been set by the state through the
Kentucky Revised Statutes, leaving
very little leeway to local government
in this area. The number of firemen on
duty has been set by the Insurance Ser-
vices Offices of Kentucky, leaving no
leeway to local government in this
area.
The city is presently operating fire
protection services in a manner suf-
ficient to maintain a fifth class fire
protection rating by the Insurance Ser-
vices Office. This rating is being main-
tained by a very thin margin, according
to a recent letter from that office. The
chief beneficiaries of a fifth class fire
rating are the commercial establish-
ments of Murray. When your city
government hired extra personnel and
bought extra equipment several years
ago, they did so in order to move from a
seventh class fire rating to a fifth class
fire rating. This action lowered the in-
surance premiums paid by businesses,
itsit did riot affect the amount of
premium paid on a residence by the
homeowner.
The city could lay off some firemen,
retire some equipment, and still main-
tain a seventh class fire rating. This
OPEN
FORUM
(Optmons expressed in this column are those of the eater 
and do not
necessarily reflect the ecbtonal views of The Murray Ledger
 & Thnes.
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the issues
 discussed in this
column are encouraged to respond with a Letter To The Edito
r
Estimated Expenditures f or
City Government 1976
To Operate the Fire Department
Salaries ( 30 firemen, 1 chief, 1 inspector) 
$258,200
Fire Hydrants (paid to Murray Water System) 
17,000




To Operate the Police Deportment
Salaries >20 policemen, 1 chief, 2 detectives, 2 dispatehars,
1 clerk, 1 secretary) • 
 $208,900
General expenses and supplies 
40,000
City Judge Salary 
4,400
City Prosecuting Attorney Salary 
6  000
City Judge Office Secretary 
6  100
Office addition (as per audit of missing bond money).  
1,000
Total $216,410
To Operate the Street Department
Salaries  
$76,400
Maintenance and supplies 
14,800




To Operate the Beading
Inspection and City Planning Office
Salaries planner and secretary)  
$13,050
Office expenses ( printing of plans) 2  250
Total   $15,300
To Operate the Sanitation Department
• •-•40-411-...,11.4i R. • *t 443,000Salaries 
General expenses and supplies. 
43,000
Equipment depreciation .  
44,600
Total - $230,600
To the Murray-Calloway County Perk Board
City share for operation of a park system $3131000
To Operate the Administrative Branch
and legislative Branch of City Government
Salaries:
Mayor J 5,003
City Attorney 5  000
Mayor's Secretary 
Clerks and Secretaries   , 1/.000
Councilmen and City Treasurer 4,900
Planning Commission and Board of Zoning Adjustment 1  100
Housing Commission   . 400
General expenses and supplies 12,040
Tax Assessor' s Fee 6 600
Total  633,0
00
Miscellaneous Expanses f or Operation
City payments to employee's Retirement Fund $20,0
00
City payments to Social Security 43,500
City Payments to Employee's Hospitalization Insurance 39,000
Other Insurance ( liability, etc)   27,500
Interest on Short Term Loans .. 3  0
00
Street Lighting 33,000
Total  $166,000..... • • • .4 1"
would not affect the insurance
premium paid by homeowners but
would increase the premiums for com-
mercial establishments. However, the
city would quite likely be dropped to an
eleventh class rating, from which it
would have to work to a seventh class
rating. Temporarily, the homeowner
would be affected by paying a larger
premium while the city processed the
necessary red tape to reacquire the
seventh class rating. Whatever your
comments on this aspect of the budget
may be, Mr. Howard Koenen, being the
chairman of the fire committee is the
man to see.
4. Another possibility for savings is
the combination of the Police and Fire
Departments into a Department of
Public Safety, with the individual em-
ployee acting both as a Policeman and
as a fireman while on duty. This action
may not be possible under existing Ken-
tucky Revised Statutes. However,' it
would be the recommendation from this
post that the Police and Fire com-
mittees pursue the possibility.
It is hoped that the foregoing com-
ments have been enlightening to the
local taxpayer, for it is upon his back
that the burden falls, and he should take
the trouble to study the figures and for-
mulate an opinion as to what he is
willing to pay for and what he wants to
give up, if anything. It is also hoped that
by studying these figures one can
plainly see there is no Santa Claus for
city government, and that services cost
money.
A recent example of costly service is
the leaf pickup. There are over 80 miles
of streets within the city, which means
there are about 160 miles of leaf pickup
(each side of the street). Everyone
wants his leaves picked up the day he
rakes them, but I doubt if he wants to
pay for this level of service. To pick up
all the leaves at once would require an
enormous outlay of money for equip-
ment and temporary employees.
When you, as an individual taxpayer,
request services, please remember that
these services cost money and the
greater the level of service the greater
the cost. An example which could be
cited is the individual who buys a lot in
a new subdivision, paying a very
reasonable cost because there are no
sidewalks or sewers. This individual
then begins campaigning for the rest of
the taxpayers in the city to foot the bill
for running him a sewer line and a.
sidewalk. He seems to forget that his lot:
was cheap because it did not have mank:
of the amenities that he would like. or,
course in the process of his campaig4;
for sewers and sidewalks he mentionq
that he pays city taxes. '
Please review the expenditures porS
tion of this article to notice that
listed are any financial,
provisions for furnishing sewers an4
sidewalks to new or old areas of thq
city. The taxes that you pay operate
city government at its present level
Other services will require added tat
burdens to all taxpayers. I doubt that
most of us desire to pay sufficient taxes
to place sewers and sidewalks in sub-
divisions that do not have them. Quito
likely it you buy a cheap lot in tl*.
future, you will find that it is cheap for it
reason; some things you would like tq,
have are not provided, and your city
taxes are really not quite paying for the
services you already receive, so there
is no cushion to give you something for
nothing.
We have the situation, of course,
where some sidewalk and some sewer
line has recently been laid at the tax-
payer's expense. However, these ac-
tions were taken without the approval
of the council, and I doubt that
anything like this will happen again,
during the next two years.
This article has been written to shed
some light on your city affairs and to
cause you to think about some critical
problems that face your city in the near:
future. If you have solutions to the
problems your city government will
certainly welcome them. Solutions,
however, must be workable under
present state law. For example, a WOE
sales tax is not possible under present
state law, so there is no point in recom-
mending to your city government such
a move. Contact your state leetislatora
for suggestions such as this.•
Your city government is operating
more efficiently at the present time
than it has since the city was a village.
This is not to say that rnoi e efficiency is
not possible, but the gap between what
is possible and what has already been
"accom;diabed has been narrowed to the
point that without drastic cuts in ser.
vices very nttie rnore can be done ( with
the possible exception of the Fire and
Police consolidation.
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Outdoorsmen-We now have the Herman
Sport 8. Hiking Shoes with Speed Lacing and
Vibram Soles & Heels.
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come




TIXIOR LORkis a welikh eolo am dedicated to the hunterslishermen and at
hers echo enjav the retcartlx of the ma of tittorx.
ddie Stone of Murray Route Two got this nine point
in the Pottertown Area. He shot it with a 264 mag,.
I1feighed 155 pounds.
*Ili Out bag , A Rai
Kentucky Turkey Season Set And
Kentucky 14 Barkley lakes -
Rockfish Spawn Announced
Turkey Season Set
The Fish and Wildlife
Commission has voted a four-
day spring turkey hunting
season for Eastern Kentucky.
The commission set April 24-
25 and May 1-2 as the hunting
dates for turkey gobblers with
visible beards in all or part of
eight Eastern Kentucky
counties. Last year, all or part
of 19 counties were open.
Hunting wW be allowed this
year in Bath, Jackson, Lee,
Owsley, Rockcastle and
Rowan counties, the portion of
Menifee County north of U. S.
Highway 460 and the portion of
Pike County between State
Highway 197 and the Ken-
tucky-Virginia border. This
year marks the first time
turkey hunting has been
allowed in Pike County.
Department Slide Show
Completed
An 80-slide show and ac-
companying script are being
distributed around the
department this month. The
show, with photos by Paul
Finger and John Wilson and
script by Wilson, is a com-
prehensive look at the
workings of the department.
Copies are being distributed to
the divisions of Fisheries,
Game Management, Con-
servation Education and
Public Relations. In addition,
each regional supervisor will
receive a copy of the new slide
show and script.
Rockfish Spawning In
Barldey and Kentucky Lakes
The Tennessee Valley
Authority tells the Division of
Fisheries that 43 larval rock-
fish were recovered in May
from Barkley Lake in 19
samples from a 12.3 mile
stretch of the upper lake.
Another larval rockfish was
recovered from Barkley in
July with one return in April
from Kentucky Lake.
According to Fisheries
Director Charles Bowers, this
means there has been a
substantial rockfish spawn in
Barkley and a spawn of un-
determined size in Kentucky
Lake. Bowers calls the reports
"encouraging." The depar-
tment has been stocking in
both lakes.
COs Going To School
Beginning in February;
conservation officers will
begin attending a four-week
law enforcement training
school at Eastern Kentucky
University. The conservation
officers will receive in-
struction in game and fish
management, proper search,
seizure and arrest procedures,
public speaking, preparing a
case for court, and other law
enforcement-related matters.
The conservation officers will
attend the course in three
groups. The second group will
go to school in July and the
third in February, 1977. The
commission voted to provide
funds for training at its
December meeting.
License Checks Increase,
Arrests Down in November
Conservation officers
checked 18,587 licenses in
November, 1975 and made 947
arrests. Arrests were down
from the same period in 1974,
while license checks in-
creased.
A New Cat For The
Game Farm
Visitors to the Game Farm's
Exhibition Row next spring
will be able to see a new
mountain lion. The one-year-
old female lion will join the





will feature mammals of
Kentucky. The state's fifth
and sixth graders viewed




Whitetail and His Neighbors,"
and "Kentucky's Littlest
Wildlife" in December.
The Division of Forestry has
available a packet of 100
assorted tree seedlings for
five dollars. Included in the
packet are black locust, white
ash, autumn olive, chinese
chestnut tulip and five species
of pines. Additional quantities
of these and other species are
also available from Forestry.
White Ash Important
Quail Food
A seven-year study on quail
food, primarily in the
Bluegrass, reveals white ash
ranks behind Korean
lespedeza as the main quail
food. Corn, beggarweek,
ragweed and soybean were
other important quail food
sources. Jim Durell, assistant
director of game
management, is asking
hunters in the bluegrass and
mountain regions to send him
any quail craws they may
have.
Prairie Grass Continues
To Do Well At Lloyd
Durell says prairie grass is
doing well at the Lloyd
Wildlife Management Area.
One shoulder-high two-year-
old strip has developed into a
better stand than expected
and is producing some seed.
Prairie grass provides cover
for quail.
Comings And Goings
Hunting for most game
species comes to a close
within the next few weeks. The
gun deer season concluded
December 10, with dove
hunting ending December 21.
Squirrel and deer bow hunting
ended December 31. Hunting
for ducks and geese closes
January 20, with January 31
set as the last day for rabbit
and furbearers hunting in
Kentucky.
Pictured above is a portion of the planned Hall of Fame complex that will cost $15
million and include Museum buildings, an Aquarium, Library, Theatre and the five story
fish-shaped Hall of Fame. An Open House and Dedication are scheduled for July 4,
1976. The total project, which is non-profit, is to be completed by 1980. One building
pas been completed and more construction is planned for the Bicentennial.
National Fresh Water Fishing
Hall Of Fame Establishes
Worlds Records Program
The National Fresh Water
Fishing Hall of Fame recently
announced a new Worlds
Records program for fresh-
water anglers. The need for
such a program became
apparent as the Hall of Fame




discussion, the program was
born.
The National Fresh Water
Fishing Hall of Fame has
attempted to make the
program as "all en-
compassing" as possible
without diluting the intent of
world record recognition.
Simply stated the Fishing Hall
of Fame has established and
will maintain World Fresh
Water Sport Fishing Records
for all types of sport fishing
equipment and line test
classes. This will enable any
angler, with proper
documentation, to catch and
apply for a World Record.
Basically, four categories
have been established
covering the major methods of
fishing: bait and spin
fishing., fly fishing.. pole and
line.. .and all tackle. Divisions
include junior age (under 16)
and adult anglers.
1976 Fisherman's Guide
The program is world-wide
and includes a Board of
Judges with outstanding
credentials. There are
currently more than eighty
( 80) species of fish included
for world recognition. The list
will be expanded as the need
arises to include hybrids and
other species.
Further information about
the World Records program,
or the Fishing Hall of Fame,
may be obtained by con-
tacting: Steve Henry,
Director, National Fresh
Water Fishing Hall of Fame,
Box 99, Hayward, Wisconsin
54843.
THE 1976 MEPPS "FISHERMAN'S GUIDE" IS HOT OFF THE PRESS AND IT IS STILL FREE
The Fisherman's Guide is very helpful and informative in giving fishermen tackle tips
and fishing techniques for different types of game fish. fish recipes and the tying of
fishing line knots are only two of the many articles in this year's Guide. The theme for
the 1976 Guide is "Take a kid fishin'". You cap get your free Fisherman's Guide by sen-
ding the below coupon to:
T. Layton "Shep" Shepard
P.O. Box 1075
Antigo, Wisconsin 54409
Please send me my FREE copy of the 1976 Fisherman's Guide which includes a "Field
& Stream Fishing Contest affidavit form. I understand that I will also receive in-
formation on how to enter the Fishing Guide Photo Contest and the "Tips" Contest.
Murray Bait Co.
Fred Gardner, Owner
2 ION Ent Hoy 94
OPEN ALL WINTER
for your bait needs
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Ay Do We Hunt?
Often irt the past we have
taken to preaching about anti.
hunters and the threit they
pose to hunters and the pursuit
of hunting. Everytime that we
pick up a bowhunting
magazine or other outdoor
_ publication, we find another
article that tells us about some
new anti-hunter threat or how
much money the anti groups
have at their disposal. If the
article doesn't mention the
money or activities of anti-
hunters, it makes a statement,
or statements, about those
demented people who kill
small, furry creatures. More
often than not these articles
simply label people who hunt
"creeps." Are you a creep Mr.
Hunter?
All to often the articles that
are written in answer to the
anti-hunter charges are
guilty of the same irrational
thinking that fosters articles
such as the advertisement
from an Ohio newspaper
which was run on this page as
an example of anti-hunter
activity that is sweeping our
country.
We do not pretend to know
the answers to many of the
questions put to us by the anti-
hunting folks. Neither will we
be guilty of falling back the
stock arguments that some
hunters think are all that is
necessary to counter the
claims of the anti-hunting
movement.
Our first reaction to the-Ohio
advertisement was righteous
indignation! Who do these
people think they are? They
A mere ten years ago the
combined sales total of all the
new car dealerships handling
four wheel drives in Murray
amounted to eight four wheel
drive rigs for the entire year.
The current average is better
than ten each month. That
amounts to over a 1000 per
cent increase in the mere span
of ten years! Suffice it to say
that new car sales have not
exactly enjoyed this much
increase. Why this rapid
expansion of the local:four
wheel drive market?
The reasons are many
perhaps, but four stand out far
above the rest.
First is the matter of
choice. In 1966 Ford had just
unveiled the Bronco. The
scout was a mere four years
old. The closest Jeep dealer
was in Paducah and it was not
large at all. To be sure,
Chevrolet, Dodge, Inter-
national, GMC, and Ford had
four wheel drive trucks
somewhere in the back of the
order book but dealers rarely
had one in stock. Toyota had
not yet come to Murray. As
best as I can recall the Parker
boys kept a Bronco on the lot
most of that year and Taylor
Motors had one or two Scouts
in stock. That was the
selection locally - period.
Otherwise you had to order
and wait.
When you read this article I
think that a little looking
around town will discover
approximately twenty brand
new four wheel drives, in five
brands, and eleven or twelve
varieties. Blazer, Ram-
charger, Wagoneer, Scout II,
CJ5, Land Cruiser, Bronco,
Powerwagon, etc.
The second reason involves
the options available ( and
can't attack us like that! But
they can attack us like that!
They can and they will again
until sport hunting is only a
dim memory in the minds of a
few old men.
We have done a con-
siderable amount of thinking
on the question of hunting.
Whill We haVe-done is to trhte
the history of hunting to try
and find out why modern man
hunts wild game. The Trail is
long, involved and full of pit-
falls. Thus far we know that
there is no single answer that
will satisfy the basic question
-why do we hunt?"
We know that ancient men
hunted for food. We also know
that ancient men had high
regard for the animals that
they killed. These ancients
displayed the heads of game
as trophy much in the same
manner that modern men
display the heads of game
which they kill, although the
reasons are not the same.
There is a cultural link bet-
ween ancient and modern men
in the pursuit of wild game.
Modern society has done
much to dilute this tie but it
remains.
We have stated before that
there is no one answer to the
question of hunting. Surely our
cultural bond with ancient
hunters is not sufficient to
justify the killing of wild game
when there is a supermarket
on everyother corncr.
There are some among us
that understand the theory
and practice of wildlife
management. These people
tell us that modern hutnihg is
usually present) on the
modern four wheel drive. In
1966 if you got a Bronco you
took the Falcon six cylinder
and 3 speed straight shift -
period. A Scout came only
with a four cylinder engine but
you could get a four speed; a
truck four speed with
"grandma" gear that is.
If memory serves me
correct only Jeep offered four
wheel drive at that time with
an automatic transmission
and there was not a Jeep
dealer in Murray. The
upholstery was painted steel.
Power steering was not
available, and the riding
quality of all four wheel drives
at that time could best be
compared to a flat bed wagon
with square wheels. You
actually needed a kitchen
stepladder to get in the four
wheel drive trucks - a feature
which only one manufacturer
has seen as worth retaining.
The top and even the seat for
the passenger were regarded
as optional equipment. Air
conditioners were about as
common as ninety degree
days in January.
Times changed. Detroit
finally decided that the
average four wheel drive
buyer did not live in Alaska
and commute on the
weekends. Today you can get
any option on a four wheel





variable rate springs are the
norm in many cases. It is not
at all uncommon to see a
hundred pound "shemale"
dash around in a big husky




a valuable tool in the scheme
of modern wildlife
management and that the
future of wildlife depends on
the proper management of
wildlife. -We will buy this
argument because we know
that habitat, the land on which
this wildlife lives, is being
destroyed id an alarming rate
right before our eyes. We also
know that wildlife numbers
must be managed because any
area of habitat will only
support a certain number of
wild things before over
population will wreak havoc
on the various species.
There is no pat answer for
us here because few of the
people who go afield to hunt
think of themselves as tools of
modern wildlife management.
This will stand as a valid
answer to the question of
hunting only if we go hunting
with the full understanding
that we are doing it in the
name of good wildlife
management.
Many of our numbers say
that we have a right to hunt.
We think that this implied
right to hunt comes from the
fact that men sit squarely on
top of the food chain. We are
the greatest omnivores the
world has ever known. We
must kill to survive. We raise
living food only to lead it away
to be slaughtered for our
tables.
It is easy to understand how
some of us could think of
hunting as a right. After all we
have a biblical dominion over
all animals don't we? Is this
implied right enough to justify
While still retaining the
ruggedness of their ancestors,
many modern four wheel
drive rigs ride and drive as
well as most cars and better
than many of the small ones.
The third reason rests on the
traditional American love
affair with the automobile.
Ten years ago the family car
was a thing of pride. It had
personality whatever the
make. The peak Of perfection
was attained in that year of
1966 and from that time for-
ward the hand of doom ( or
Nader) has pounded mer-
cilessly upon the family car
until today it sneaks
shamefully around - "a
gutless government gashog."
Today millions of dollars
are being spent trying to
convince us that some
cleverly folded Reynolds wrap
powered by an aluminized
rubber band and held together
by paper clips is superior to
what we had in 1966. Several
million Americans are not
convinced - witness the sales
of vans, pickups, and four
wheel drives. They have
started looking for some
honest to goodness machinery
and the love affair of the
American for his automobile
takes on a new direction.
The final reason in my
opinion is that many folks are
just now beginning to realize
what .a good thing that a four
wheel drive may be.
It is a good trailer puller, a
good garbage hauler, a nice
hunting companion, a
dependable going to work rig
no matter what the weather, a
rugged, reliable and still
comfortable means of tran-
sportation, a recreational
vehicle, a good firewood
"tater" and "finder," a good
hunting?
We also know that many of
our numbers hunt in the rame
of recreation. These hunters
could care less if they take any
game, although they would
never admit it. They dig on the
company of other men who
are hunting. They use the idea
of hunting as 3 moana-weg
escape from the work-a-day
world. Time to get away from
it all in company with
prefered friends, to while
away the hours of their
leisure.
While this line of reasoning
does little to harm wildlife, or
the hunters involved, it
doesn't help us in finding the
answer that we are seeking
either. We do not condemn
these hunters who fall into the
category of those who take no
game and could care less. We
know quite a few of our fellow
hunters who are numbered
with these and we appreciate
their right to commune with
nature in their own way.
Still more people who hunt
do so for a combination of the
reasons that have already
been stated. We made a point,
at the beginning of this piece,
stating that no single answer
would be sufficient to answer
the question of hunting and we
meant just that!
There is no single answer to
the question of hunting. We
can justify hunting using
several of the arguments
presented in this article, but
the answer to the question is
as diverse as the many hun-
ters who go afield in search of
game with gun 6r bow. We are
way to get better acquainted
with the kids, a good lawn
mower hauler, a sturdy and
stout work horse around the
home or farm, and a good
investment.
Five years of use and it will
normally be worth 50 per cent
of the purchase price and
maybe more - not something
you may have to pay a junk
yard to accept. In the
recession plagued automotive
industry of the past two ) ears
there was only one consistent
seller that never slumped -
they call it four wheel drive.
When the going gets tough, the
tough get going.
As we enter into this two
hundred year thing I wonder
what Washington would
choose at Valley Forge - a
Blazer or a Vega? Would Paul
Revere ride into the night in a
Gremlin or a Jeep? It makes
for some amusing thoughts
but the important thing is that
they did stay and fight and
they did make that ride. Are
folks today still made of that
same stuff?
Have a nice week,
remember the pioneers, keep
on smiling, and HAPPY
FOUR WHEELING.
THE REAL McCOY — Jerry McCoy of South 15th Street
Murray, holds onto a limit of rabbits he bagged last
Saturday while hunting with Jerry Shelton. McCoy hunts
with the 8 year old beagles he raised from pups.
not, as hunters, out to won-
tonly slaughter wild game
while on some sort of a
misdirected, macho trip,
using the dead bodies of game
animals as a badge of
manhood.
We would be the first to
admit that there are those
among us that would look over
a dead game animal and
somehow link that to their
manhood. We fail to see the
connection though.
Most of the hunters that we
know are keenly aware of the
forces that are -working
against wildlife and their part
in the scheme oç modern
wildlife managemen's., They
respect the animals the !hunt
and more often than not they
feel a certain sadness at the
death of the game animal.
This is a part of hunting. We
must be aware that in death
there is life for other members
of the fallen animal's species.
These are just a few of
the things that we know about
the people that we have
hunted with.
The terrible part a question
of hunting is that some
members of our community
and other around the country
would deny us hunting just as
simply as stated, No Hunting!
These people would not dare
explore the reasons why they
are against hunting as we
have done here! Granted, we
have not done a complete job,
but at least we have admitted
that some of the trite answers
to our question are invalid
when taken alone.
Many of the people who are
against sport hunting could
not come as close to an-
swering our question, if it
were turned around, as we
have. They have lived away
from nature for so long that
they have lost their ability to
identify with what really goes
on in nature. There is no
cultural tie, with those that
have gone before, left in these
people. Many of the people
who oppose sport hunting have
forgotten where the roast of
beef, that was the entree at
dinner, came from.
It is not our inntion to
attack anti-hunters as we have
been attacked. tio do so would
be a fallacy) We merely wish
to point out that people who
hunt do not pretend to have all
the answers to justify the
sport. We should not be denied
hunting by people who must
stoop to calling us "bow and
arrow butchers" and who use
false information about
bowhunting to evoke the
needed reaction from people
who are far removed from
nature and hunting.
We believe that it is time to
face the fact that bowhunting,
and sporthunting in general, is
in jeopardy from anti-hunting
forces who rely, for money
and other support, on the
feelings of people who do not
know anything about hunting.
These people represent the
most powerful weapon in the
anti-hunter's arsenal and that
is public opinion.
Let us all do our part to save
bowhunting. Let us educate
the public and deny the anti-
hunters their valuable
resourse!
Good luck and good
bowhunting.
COLD DUCKHUNTERS SHOW A HOT HAND Mark Bucy, Gary Crass, Gene Starks
and Jerry Starks (left to right) show us that a cold day is the time to go after ducks. The
hunters hunted Thursday during the coldest weather of the year and each one of them
limited out on green-heid mallards. Gary and the boys hunted the Hickma
n Bottom.
Nice goin yall.
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High School Cage Scores
By The Misdated Press
Boys -
Calloway Co. 71, Henderson
(:0. 60
Marshall Co. 74, Carlisle Co.
_72




Mayfield 69, Reidland 66
Warren Co. 71, Auburn 69





Dixie Heights 61, Simon
Kenton 53
Erlanger St. Henry 87,
uovington Latin 45
Grant Co. 60, Walton-Verona
55
Ft. Thomas Highlands 76,
Conner 66
Johnsen Central 89, Pen-
dleton Co. 59
LaRue Co. 66, Ft. Knoi58
Lynn Camp 69, Shopville 67
Marion Co. A, Adair Co. 73
McCreary Co. 59, Casey Co.
53
Oneida 71, Leslie Co. 50
Paris 77, Fleming Co. 63
Richmond Model 67, Lex.
Sayre 41
V irgie 60, Pikeville 58
Washington Co. 72, Bard-
stown Bethlehem 54




St. Mary 90, Fulton Co. 80
Heath 84, I.owes 74
Lone Oak 90, Crittenden Co.
59
Wingo 90, Sedalia 70
Jenkins 60, Fleming-Neon
515, overtime
Knott Co. Central 79,
Middlesboro 57
Metcalfe Co. 76, Cam-
pbellsville 67
Taylor Co. 66, Caverns 53 •
Barbc, Irvine 82, William-
sburg 51
Franklin Co.. 74, Frankfort
66





Jackson Co. 69, Wayne Co.
52
Harrodsburg 70, Boyle Co.
55
Pineville 62, Harlan 57
Hart Co. 79, Nelson Co. 69
Mercer Co. 63, Garrard Co.
49
Danville 57, Pulaski Co. 51
Franklin-Simpson 87,
Tompkinsville 80
Jeff. Western 59, Jeff
Bishop David 37
Bell Co. 69, Whitley Co. 51
Bellevue 67, Campbell Co. 59
Covington Catholic 70,
Cincinnati McNicholas 65
Erlanger Lloyd 67, Ludlow
41
Johns Creek 59, Phelps 40
McDowell 64, Betsy Layne
61
Montgomery Co. 00, Rowan
Ga. 49
N. Hardin 70, W. Hardin 54




Jeff. Butler 73, Jef-
fersontown 61
Covington Holy Cross 74,
Jeff. Doss 66
Jeff. fern Creek 61, Jeff.
Eastern 51
Christian Co. 71, -Todd
County 63 4 •
Bowling Green 70,
Hopkinsville 58
Lou. Male 56, Newport
Catholic 48
Jeff. Moore 54, Lou. Manual
48




Knox Central 88, Lincoln Co.
70, semi! inaLs
Clay County 86, Monticello
81, semifinals
Fayette County Invitational
Lou. Ballard 73, Lex.
Catholic 53, semifinal
Lex. Bryan Station 61, Lex.
Tates Creek 53, semifinal
Henry County Invitational
Shelby Co. 84, Eminence 39,
semifinal
Anderson Co. 74, Bullitt
Central 68, semifinal
Madisonville Invitational
Lou. Shawnee 97, Union Co.
86
Girls
S. Hopkins 55, Anderson Co.
48
Jeff. Angela Merici 39, Jeff.
Fairdale 36
Jeff. Iroquois 45, Jeff.
Waggener 40
Jeff. Valley 58, Jeff. Stuart
26
Ft. Campbell 46, Adairsville
20











"There's not much I could
say after a game like
that...but I at least had the
nerve to come out," the
Washington coach told
reporters after his hapless
National Hockey League team
was beaten 5-0 by the
California Seals Friday night.
The loss was the punchless
Caps' 20th straight and the
third time in the past six
games, that they have been
blanked. Their record plunged
to 3-34-5, easily the worst
record in NHL history at this
date.
"We really didn't have a
good game," McVie said, as if
the Caps have had many good
games this year. "We did not
deserve to win, and that's
really it.
"We want to win, too, but we
just haven't put it together
yet. Hopefully, we'll get the
best 19 players here in
Washington and hopefully
we'll make some deals and
turn out a good hockey club."
McVie added, "I think the
fans here have been ex-
cellent."
In the only other NHL game
Friday night, the Chicago
Black Hawks and Atlanta
Flames played to a 1-1 tie.
In the World Hockey
Association, the Indianapolis
Racers beat the Winnipeg Jets
2-1 in overtime; the Houston
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers wile have not
received their home-
'delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger S. Times by
5:30 p. is. ere oiled To telf,
753-1916 between S:30 p.m.
and 6 p. is. to insert
delivery of the newspaper.
tells must be pieced before
6 p. is.
!Akers Get Second Win Of Year
By Waitopin Henderson- 7-1 -60
The mark of a good ballclub
is the ability to bounce back
after a disappointing loss.
And that is just what the
Calloway County Lakers did
Friday night in Henderson.
After dropping an 84-79
contest Tuesday at Wingo, the
Lakers survived a three-hour
bus ride ancia laterally by the
host Purple Flash to post a 71-
vielorY Over WIti'legs
Henderson City.
Placing four starters in
double digits, the Lakers were
in serious trouble only once in
the game. Henderson jumped
off to an early lead and had the
upper hand for most of the
first period.
But with 1:54 left in the
opening eight-minute stanza,
the Lakers went ahead as
Senior guard David Williams
scored on a fastbreak to put
Calloway in front 15-14.
Senior Fly Beane then
scored on a rebound shot and
both teams traded field goals
before the -wafter ended with
the Lakers enjoying a 19-16
edge.
Using their superior speed
to an advantage, the Lakers
quickly zipped off the first
four points of the second
frame and before a t ninute
had passed, Calloway led 23-
16.
The lead stayed letween
five and nine points unfit when
with 2:17 left in the half, Wells
cashed in on two charity
tosses. and the Lakers went up
33-23.
Both teams added six more
points before the half ended
witheaalloway on top.39t211
Wells had 12 points in the
opening half while Tommy
Futrell had Il and Fly Beane
eight.
Leading 41-31 early In the
third stanza, the Lakers
suddenly exploded.
,Beating Kentucky Prerequisite
For Tennessee Hopes On SEC Title
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
It is no coincidence that the
last time Tennessee defeated
a Kentucky basketball team
here was also the last time
Tennessee won a Southeastern
Conference title.
The unwritten law of the
SEC since 1933 has been that
any pretender to the SEC title
must knock Kentucky out of
the title picture, and that's a
difficult task if the Wildcats
are unbeatable at home.
Kentucky was not un-
beatable beck in 1967, the last
time Tennessee downed
Kentucky in Memorial
Coliseum. Things are about
the same this time around as
Tennessee's Volunteers in-
vade for a key SEC match
here tonight.
Tennessee is 8-1 overall and
1-0 in the SEC heading into
tonight's game. Kentucky,
meanwhile, is just 5-5 and 0-2
in the conference. Tennessee
boasts the SEC's top two
scorers in forwards Ernie
Grunfeld and Bernard King
and another hot operative in
Mike Jackson.
Kentucky, already
seemingly in over its youthful
head, received a severe blow
early in the week when doc-
tors ruled leading scorer Rick
Robey out of action for at least
two games due to a knee in-
jury. The Cats No. 2 scorer,
Jack Givens, didn't practice
all week because of a virus
and is considered doubtful.
Despite the stacked deck,
Kentucky does have tradition
on its side. Tennessee has
been the major thorn in
Kentucky's side in SEC play,
but has beaten the Cats just
three times in Lexington since
Memorial Coliseum opened in
1950. The Vols have lost 23
times.
Those three victories have
all been difficult, too. In 1960,
Tennessee won 65-63 on a last-
second shot; in 1963, the Vols
won 78-69 in overtime and
needed two overtimes to
defeat the Cats 52-50.
With Robey sidelined,
Kentucky probably will open
with James Lee and, maybe, 
Givens, both 6-feet-5, atfor-
ward; 6-foot-11 Mike Phillips
at center; and 6-foot-3 Truman
Claytor and 6-foot-2 Larry
Johnson at guard. That lineup,
incidentally, got its first ex-
tended action last Monday in a
76-63 loss at Alabama. Ken-
tucky was tied with the
Crimson Tide for a half but fell
apart in the second half.
Tennessee, meanwhile, will
go with its normal lineup of 6-
foot-5 Grunfeld and 6-foot-7
King, averaging over 25 points
each, at forward; 6-foot-7
Doug Ashworth at center; and
5-foot-10 Johnny Darden and 6-
foot-3 Jackson at guard.
Even without Robey,
Kentucky will have a slight
height advantage. But the
shorter Tennessee lineup has
been outrebounding taller
teams all year long, with King
leading SEC rebolfr s with
13.4 a gEune. 
a
Tennessee has won by
scoring 83.6 points a game and
hitting over 50 per cent of its
shots. Kentucky, which
usually leads the SEC scoring
parade, is currently ninth with
a 73 point a game average
while hitting 45 per cent of its
shots.
34 CHAMPS COMPETE
SOUTHERN PINES, N. C.
(AP) - There are 38 PGA sec-
tional golf champions in the
United States and 34 of them
competed in the eighth annual
hod International Invitational
at the Mid Pines Club here.
Golfers from California to New
York and Toronto to Florida
took part in the 72-hole event
won by Bill Collins of Pur-
chase, N. Y., the Metropolitan
New York PGA champion
Beane popped a 15-footer,
senior center Greg Byars hit
on a rebound, Byars again hit
from under and Futrell scored
on a rebound and the Lakers
had a 49-31 bulge with just
under five minutes left in the
third quarter.
On three occasions in the
third period, the Lakers led by
as much as 2) ,points before
settling itir„*. A0-40 spread
entering the last canto.
Leading 50-42 early in the
last period, it appeared the
Lakers were headed for the
win. But Henderson City
quickly scored seven con-
secutive points and it was 60-
49 before Coach David King
called for a timeout.
Calloway toughened up its
zone defense over the final six
minutes and the Purple Flash
was not able to get any closer
than 11 points.
Hula Bowl Last Chance





team victory, will be the
motive driving many of the
players in today's Hula Bowl
game.
The nationally televised





and Leroy Selrnon, Ohio State
quarterback Cornelius Greene
and Colorado center Pete
Brock, are already well known
to the pro scouts.
But for others, the 30th Hula
Bowl is a last chance to make
an impression.
-Nobody really watches the
center," says Don Macek of
Boston College. The 253-pound
Macek faces a stern test
against Dewey Selmon.
Brother Leroy will be up
against another relative
unknown, Dennis Lick of
Wisconsin. .4
-It's always good to play
against someone as good as he
is," said Lick, a 262-pound
tackle. "A good performance
against him will definitely
help me pick up a few points
with the scouts."
Cliff Laboy, totally unknown
outside his native Hawaii,
hoped the Hula Bowl would be
his chance to shine as a
defensive lineman. But in-
juries forced West Coach
Barry Switzer to slate Laboy
for part-time duty at tight end,
a position he has not played
since high school.
"It may be something in my
favor," said the 240-pound
University of Hawaii star. "I




player in the Rose
Bowl-would like to convince
the pros that he is not too
small at 5 feet 11 and 184
pounds.
-I'm not going to bank my
future on pro football,"
Sciarra said. "I'll lust take a
wait-and-see attitude."
Oklahoma quarterback
Steve Davis, however, isn't
looking for a pro career.
"I don't think they are
looking at me," said Davis,
who was the Orange Bowl
MVP. "I don't have the size
and a tradition of throwing the
ball." Davis, a licensed
Baptist minister, plans to be in
theological school next
football season.
Greene, who will start at
quarterback for the East,
thinks he will have to learn
another position if he wants to
play for pay.
"It really doesn't matter
that much which position I
play as long as it's pro foot-
ball," he said. "Sure, a wide
receiver takes a beating, but it
can't be much more than a
quarterback."
"We still aren't showing the
poise yet," King said following
the win.
''We are going to have to
learn to play under pressure.
For a while, it looked like we
lost the momentum and then
in the final minutes, we gained
it back. But we could have
well lost the game because we
lost the momentum there late
in the last quarter," King
added.
Futrell paced the scoring
attack for the Lakers as he
fired in 19 points while Wells
had 16, Beane 15 and Williams
14. For Henderson City, 5-10
forward Clarence Fisher had
20 points while 6-1 center Mark
Owens had 13 markers.
For the game, the Lakers hit
28 of 52 field goal attempts for
a hot .538 clip while Henderson
City cashed in on 24 of 68 for a
poor .353.
Henderson City, which has
lost to several Evansville
powerhouse teams in addition
to Second Region powers
Madisonville and Christian
County dips to 0-8 on the
season.
Calloway County is now 2-7
and will host Cuba Tuesday.
Calloway 19 20 19 13-71
Henderson 16 13 11 20-60
Calloway ( 71 )-Wells 16,
Beane 15, Williams 14, Futrell
19, Byars 7, McCuiston and
McCallon.
Henderson (601-Carter 3,
Cosby 9, Owens 13, Fisher 20,
All 7in %Fortune 1 and Gilbert
1.
Area Cage Scores
Calloway County 71 Hen-
derson City 60
Owensboro 62 Tilghman 57
Mayfield 69 Reidland 66
Ballard 59 Hickman County 49
Heath 84 Lowes 74
Lone Oak 90 Cdttepden
County 59
Symsonia 83 Cuba 56
Fulton City 71 Farmington 41
St. Mary 90 Fulton County Bo
Wingo 90 Sedalia70
Marshall County 74 Carlisle
County 72
Predictions 8-3 Season
Record 59-29 .671 )
Aeros topped the Cleveland
Crusaders 6-5; the San Diego
Mariners turned back the New
England Whalers 5-3 and the
Edmonton Oilers whipped the
Toronto Toros 5-3.
Al MacAdarn scored two
goals and Gary Simmons
turned in his first shutout of
the season to lead California
past Washington. Bob Mur-
doch added three assists for
the Seals. California scored
two goals in each of the first
two periods to put the game on
ice.
Black Hawks 1, Flames 1
Cliff Koroll scored
Chicago's only goal early in
the second period to give the
Black Hawks a tie against
Atlanta. The Flames had
taken a 1-0 first period lead on
Dave Kryskow's 10th goal of •
the season after 15:31, beating
Chicago goalie Tony Esposito
from in close after a pass from
Tim Ecclestone.
"It wasn't a fast game, but a
well-positioned one," said
Chicago Coach Billy Rey. "We
had trouble in the first period
but skated much better after
that. We're happy with a point
on the road. We just hope for
the breaks."
Racers 2, Jets 1
Al Karlander's breakaway
goal at 5:44 of the sudden-
death overtime period gave
Indianapolis its triumph over
Winnipeg.
Aeros II, Crusaders 5
Don Larway slammed in his
second goal with 9:49 left to
help Houston beat Cleveland
in a seesaiv game
Marinelli 5, Whalers 3
Wayne Rivers blasted home
his eighth goal of the season
from the right faceoff circle at
16:56 of the final period to
power _San Disivast New
England.
Oilers 5, Tares 8
Center Norm Ullman scored
two goals and assisted on two
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Beauty Box  52% 154
Lindy's 46 13
Jolusson Gro 36 a
Corvette lanes X 32
Murray Ina. ' 34% 32"1
Bank of Murray n X
Peopies Beek 31 31
Jerry's Reetearant. 21 31
Deruuson-Hunt X 41
Shirley a II 46




/II. Team Game (HC)
Beak et Ilarray 11110
DennIssia4mt. 175
Corvette Less 161
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Rhelene McCalion  . 141
San Francisco Dons Not Living
Up To Pre-Season Expectations
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The San Francisco Dons
were supposed to tse one of the
teams to beat this season in
college basketball. And that's
exactly what has hap-
pened—most everbody's
beating them.
The 20th-ranked Dons, who
recruited some of the best
high school talent in the
country, did not figure to lose
to teams like Pepperdine.
But Friday night's 75-65 loss
to their West Coast Athletic
Association opponent was
their fourth this season.
"This definitely was my
biggest win in 20 years of
coaching," said Pepperdine
Coach Gary Colson after the
stunning triumph in Los
Angeles. "It's the biggest day
in Pepperdine sports. It might





"We have to remember,
though, that we're playing
Santa Clara Saturday night,
and they're 1-0 in conference
play, too. We will really have
i 
to watch to make sure we
don't let down."
Washington was the* only
other Top Twenty team in
action Friday night and the
eighthranked Huskies
whipped California 76-56.
Center Marcos Lette scored
22 points and forward 011ie
Matson Jr.'had 19 points and
11 rebounds to lead Pep-
perdine's upset over San
Francisco. The 6-foot-6
Matson, son -of the Its mei pro
football player, scored six of
his points in a late Wave rally
which saw them outscore the
Dons 13-4 and take o 73-61
lead.
The Pepperdine triumph in
the WCAA opener for both
teams came, before a
capacity—and , school
record—crowd of 3,500. The
victory gave the Waves a 10-2
overall mark, while the loss
was San Francisco's fourth in
15 contests. Flintie Williams
added 19 points for Pep-
perdine, and San Francisco
was led by Howard Smith, who
had 18 points.
Pepperdine had led by a
point, 28-27, at the in-
termission, and built a 60-47
Giants Club Approves Sale To
Canadians; Owners Must Give OK
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
The San Francisco Giants
have agreed in principal to
sell to Canadian purchasers
who would move the baseball
team to Toronto for the
coming season, if National
League owners approve and
the courts do not block the
transfer.
Directors of the National
Exhibition Co., which owns
the Giants, voted late Friday
to sell the club for $13,250,000
a Toronto group including
batt's Breweries, Ltd.
Owners of the other 11
ational League clubs will be
sked in a meeting at Phoenix,
iz. Wednesday to approve
sale and transfer of the
franchise. Nine votes
needed.
In announcing the sale
agreement, Charles Ruppert,
executive vice president of the
club, read a statement that
$5,125,000 of the purchase
price "will be retained in a
fund to meet certain possible
obligations with respect to the
transaction."
Breaking the $125,000-a-year
lease with the city of San
Francisco for use of Can-
dlestick Park through 1994 and
costs involved in fighting any
lawsuits to block the move
would be financed from the
$5,125,000.
Opponents of the move are
thinking bigger than that.
In less time than the 3ts
hours the directors took for
their meeting, the mayor of
the city and the president of
the Giants Booster Club each
reacted with promises of court
action to keep the Giants here.
The team came here from
New York in 1958.
Newly-elected George
Moscone, serving his first full
day as mayor, talked of a suit
in excess of $10 million and
vowed: "We will not, under
any set of circumstances,
settle for loss of the San
Francisco Giants."
County Supervisor Quentin
Kopp said, "They'd better set
aside $23.5 million ( the
amount the city still owes on
the ball park). I'm ready to
fight."
Allen Murray, an insurance
man who heads the Booster
Club, said: "There won't ba
any $5 million suit; it will be
an $80 million suit."
Baseball already faces trial
over a $21 million suit in
Seattle opening Monday and
based on the transfer of the
Seattle Pilots' baseball
franchise to Milwaukee in
1970.
Mayor Wes Uhlman of
Seattle called the agreement
to sell the Giants to the
Toronto group instead of
giving a franchise to Seattle
"the shoddiest possible
treatment of Seattle tax:




news of the sale there before
the announcement from the
meeting at Candlestick Park.
Godfrey said that in addition
to Labatt's, the company
purchasing the Giants in-
cluded Vulcan Assets Ltd. and
the Canadian Imperial Bank
of Commerce.
"I do want to emphasize
that conditions still exist and
we are still some distance
from having a ball team in
Metro," Godfrey said. "But
the agreement in principle
reacbed today means we are
visibly closer to major league
baseball for Metro Toronto."
He said some of the con-
ditions still to be met "must
obviously remain con-
fidential." The Giants, he
said, would retain that name if
the move is made to Toronto's
CNE Stadium, which seats
40,000 for baseball_
SIFFORD SETS PLANS
SOUTHERN PINES, N. C.
(AP) — Charley Sifford, the
first Negro on the PGA golf
tour, has had a steady job since
last March and plans to play
only "five to seven" tour
events in 1976. Sifford is the
home pro at the Sleepy Hollow
Golf Club, a municipal course
in Cleveland.
Sifford tied Bill Collins of
Purchase, N. Y., in the eighth
annual lzod International In-
vitational tournament at Mid
Pines here with a three under
par 285. However, Sifford, who
is PGA seniors champion at
age 52, lost a playoff on the
second overtime hole when Col-
lins dropped a birdie putt of 12
feet. Sifford, who has earned
nearly $400,000 on the PGA
tour, picked up $1,140. Collins
got the lion's share, 82,000.
margin in the second half. But
the Dons ran off a 10-point
string to make it 60-57 before
the final Waves' spurt.
After leading by only one
point at intermission,
Washington took charge in the
second half behind the play of
James Edwards and Lars
Hansen to whip California in
the Pacific-8 Conference
opener for both teams.
Edwards and Hansen
combined for 26 points and 12
rebounds in the second half as
Washington, 12-0, outscored
the Sears 47-28. The Huskies
led 29-28 at halftime and the
game remained close until
Washington ran off 10 straight
points with 13 minutes to play.
The Huskies later had a 12-4
stretch again Cal to increase




49-45 and Connecticut took
Columbia 98-69 in the first
round of the Connecticut
Classic at Storrs; Rider
downed Trenton State 82-49
and Bloomburg State whipped
Catholic University 92-80 in
the first round of the Gover-
nor's Classic at Trenton, N.J.;
Princeton beat Harvard 62-57;
Yale stopped Brown, 52-45;
Penn whipped Dartmouth 71-
; Seton Hall shocked Hawaii
19-75; Villanova tripped
Boston College 78-70; Duke
downed Georgia Tech 91-71;
Texas-El Paso outscored
Wyoming 49-45; New Mexico
defeated Colorado State 80-71;
Montana edged Idaho State 76-




HOBART, Australia — Tony
Roche of Australia blitzed
Indonesia's Atet Wiyono 6-0,6-
0, 6-0, then shared'M the
doubles victory which gave his
country an unbeatable 3-0 lead




KANSAS CITY — The
National Hockey League's
Kansas City Scouts dealt high-
scofing. linger Simon Nolet
and center Ed Gilbert to the
Pittsburgh Penguins for hard-
hitting Steve Durban° and
wing Chuck Arnason.
INDIANAPOLIS — The
Indianapolis Racers of the
World Hockey Association
traded Bill Prentice to Quebec
for Renald Leclerc.
GOLF
TUCSON, Ariz. — Dave Hill
shot a second-round three-
under-par 69 to tie Pat Fitz-
simons and Gibby Gilbert for
the lead of the $200,000 Tucson
Open Golf Tournament.
FOOTBALL
MINNEAPOLIS — Cal Stoll
was given a two-year ex-
tension on his contract as head
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Since the complexion of tennis has changed so radically
so rapidly and since this is a new year, I thought it only
proper to revive once again a blithe spirit of tennis past,
one Whitney Reed. Sometime ago I wrote a piece on old
Whitney Who for one brief, luminescent period in 1961 was
this country's premier tennis player.
Re trained on a regimen of hot dogs (maybe') and
women? ( very probably) and beer (most certainly). He
was sassy, irreverent, unorthodox and by the rather
austere standards of those days, an aberration in tennis
whites, albeit an endearing one.
Looking back through withered and wizened old issues
of World Tennis, I have found very few photographs of
Whit that do not show him 'executing a shot on his knees,
elbows, back; while prone, prostrate, supine or in some
other indescribable position of extreme dexterity, agility,
athleticism or insanity. For example, here is the caption
from a photograph apprehending Reed in one of his more
sedate poses:
"Whitney Reed makes a volley on his knees in his first
round match against Dennis Ralston. Whit, who hit a
dozen shots while flat on his back, played his best tennis of
the year."
Or another: "The big Californian ( Reed stood 6-2) gave
a performance in his own inimitable style. He might be off
• balance, leaning backwards on one knee or falling on his
back as he made the stroke but the shot came off with
marvelous touch and quintessence of timing."
Many people might refer to Whitney as a garbage man.
He did not have, by any stretch of the imagination, an at-
tractive game. In fact, the successes he transiently en-
joyed in the early Sixties were in large part a measure of
his unorthodoxy.
Though he was not endowed with that much raw
physical talent — he was, by all accounts, pretty slow
afoot, lumbered more than he ran and was not that quick
in the hands — he piossessed a diverse and audacious
array of spins which invariably induced in his opponents
fits of anguish and despair.
It was so hard and frustrating to imagine that anyone
with this junky a game could actually be winning. Most
junk players can only produce one variety of junk; Whit-
ney differed in that he could, when the situation required
it, produce any number of varieties.
Several players have claimed that Whit even made up a
few spins of his own, the likes of which had not been seen
until he threw himself on the tennis world and which
haven't been seen since.
Whit vanquished his counterparts by psyching them
with his wacky court demeanor just as much as he
beguiled them with his stultifying range of garbage. What
mortal could maintain a straight countenance and an un-
broken stream of concentration when a glance over the
net beheld a grinning, gawking, lumbering maverick in
tennis shorts who wasn't taking any of it seriously?
Perhaps his most memorable match and indeed, one of
the most memorable matches in the history of the tour-
nament, was against Rafael Osuna in the third round of
Forest Hills in 1962, a match which ironically, Whit lost.
Both men treated the jam-packed stadium throng to an
extraordinary exhibition of skill, flair, cunning and
courage such as is rarely seen. The fact that this was a
third-round match and very little money was on the line, a
couple hundred bucks at the most,..makea it, in nay view,
seven
more memorable .tharilswious havA,Aeacribed it.
Suffice it to say that Osuna finally won 10-8 in a stark fifth
set after both men had held several match points.
The thing that impresses me the most about the match
however, isn't the incredible level of play they were said
to have Unstained for over two and a half hours or that
Osuna dramatically beat the pressure in that perilous fifth
. set. It is the way Reed reportedly reacted to the loss which
would have crushed a good many other worthy opponents.
He didn't drop his head in disappointment or disgust or
dismay.
He didn't gripe or moan about a line-call on the final
point or grudgingly render the traditional handshake or
anything similarly obnoxious. He simply jumped over the
net and into the unsuspecting arms of the slightly baffled
Osuna and was heard to mumble something about Miller
Beer and Hazel in that order.
To paraphrase an old adage, they don't make em 
like
old Whitney anymore. If he had played baseball, he
 would
have been a centerfielder with severe k
amikaze ten-
dencies or had he made basketball his game, a 
classy
guard with an uninhibited move to the basket who 
couldn't
resist putting it up every time he got his hands on th
e ball.
Instead he chose tennis, a sport which is only now
coming/to accept and appreciated non-conformists,
punks, gutter-snipes and other assorted characters and
miscreants like Whitney Reed. It's rather a shame he
came up just about a decade and a half too soon, not
because of any of the monetary dividends or celebrity
status he could have reaped ( not that he particularly wan-
ted them) but for the pure, unadulterated pleasure tennis
fans would have derived from seeing him play.
He is a charter member of a vanishing breed of
American folk heroes like the cowboy and the trapeze ar-
tist, people who resolutely insist on plying their obscure
crafts not for love nor money nor any fleeting glory but for
the immensurable fun of it and yes, the hell of it too.
And of the present whereabouts of Whitney Reed? He is
currently a teaching pro out in Northern California. Oc-
casionally, when he can be found, the San Francisco
Golden Gaters of the World Team Tennis league are able
to boast Reed as one of their stellar and more sublime sub-
stitutes.
The most recent picture I saw of old Whit revealed this:
a shaggy-haired (shaggy to distract us from the vague but
inevitable balding) gypsy of 40 dressed in a moddish
swentsuit ( sweatsuit to conceal the inevitable telltale beer
paunch around the middle), grinning, racket in one hand.
and indistinguishable beer bottle in the other. Obviously
still full of fun and hell (and beer).
Players Association Supports
Fight Against Rozelle Rule
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. I AP)
- An association of former
professional football players
headed by Leon Hart and
Dante Lavelli came out in
support of the present players'
fight against the Pete Rozelle
rule governing movement of
players to other teams.
- The National Football
league Alumni Association
INFLAA) said it
-congratulates" the court for
a derision against the rule that
requires compensation to a
(earn when a player leaves to
on another team after
playing out his option.
"It is unfortunate that the
owners will continue their
senseless claim for special
consideration through the
appeal procedure, an obvious
move to buy time," the
Indianapolis headquartered
group said.
The NFLAA urged the
current players to "continue
the court battle on the 'Rozelle
rule' through all appeals.
Under no circumstances
should they allow the 'Rozelle







As Lovell Bout Nears
- -----
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
Ken Norton was cool and
confident all 'week as he
trained for today's bout
against Argentina's Pedro
Lovell.
He even tried his hand at
oddsmaking at one point,
posting himself a 100-to-1
choice over his lighter and less
experienced opponent.
'The man who once broke
Muhammad All's jaw and
defeated him before Ali
regained his heavyweight'
boxing title wasn't thinking
about losing, though he wasn't
taking his opponent lightly,
either.
Norton, who weighed in
Friday at 220 for his 3 p.m.,
MST, 12-rounder from the Las
Vegas Convention Center,
kept reminding everyone and
• -- - -
himself that Lovell, at 208,
was quick and a hard puncher. .
Norton also made it clear
that he's looking forward to a
shot at Ali.
Following his March 31, 1973-
decision over Ah in San Diego,
Norton lost a split decision to
the current heavyweight
champ in Los Angeles on Sept.
10 the same year. He's now
rated one of the top three
contenders for the crown. ..s
Lovell,---tarthe other hand, is .
getting his big chance to move 2:
into the big time of
heavyweight boxing. Despite '
having suffered only one loss
and a tie in 18 previous bouts, '
Lovell was a heavy underdog
to Norton.
The bout was to be
nationally televised. by CBS-
TV with Norton picking up
$100,000 and Lovell $50,000.
 4
HEAT P
"... conserves energy like nothing the ..."
The heat pump is a central heating and cooling
system. It cools like any other central air-conditioning
system, but it also is the most efficient heating system
you can buy.
In order to understand why it is such an efficient
heating system you must remember that there is some
heat in even the coldest outside air. The heat pump,
as its name implies, extracts this heat and pumps it
into your home. During the heating season in the
TVA area, one unit of electrical energy used to power
the heat pump will provide approximately two units of
energy in the form of heat. The heat pump itself
doesn't really produce heat, but moves it from the
outside to the inside of your home. During the sum-
mer it reverses the cycle and removes the heat from
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Marriages Of The Future May. Be More Stable Than Today's
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Marriage may have a rosier
future than present divorce
statistics indicate.
Although recent Census Bu-
reau reports show young
people are postponing
marriage and that the divorce
rate continues to rise, govern-
ment analysts speculate that
Americans are being more
careful about selecting mates
than they once were.
The result, they say, is that
marriages of the future may
be more stable than they are
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"It is a possibility that the
longer one waits to marry, the
more selective one is in choos-
ing a partner," said Arthur J.
Norton, a Census pureau
analyst. "'This should make
marriage more viable- with
more of a chance of success."
The institution of marriage
is in a state of transition, Nor-
ton said in an interview.
Stressing that much of his
speculation has yet to be con-
firmed in statistics, he said
that although the short term-
effect on marriages may be
one of confusion and discon-
tent, often resulting in divor-
ce, marriages of the future
may be more harmonious —
"Anything in transition
creates instability."
Norton said divorce figures
indicate people who marry at
early ages are more often di-
vorced than persons who
marry later in life. And results
of the 1970 census show that
among persons who first
married between 1901 and
1970, the proportion of men
who were divorced after their
first marriage was more than
twice as high among those
who married before the age of
20 as for those married in their
late 20s.
A Census Bureau report this
week showed that the number
of persons between 25 and 34
years of age who have never
married increased by about 50
per cent since 1970, from 2.9
million to 4.2 million. And the
number of persons in that age
OUR POOR SCHOOL
DO THINGS LIKE THI5
HAVE TO HAPPEN? SUCH A
BEAUTIFUL SCHOOL NOW
JUST A PILE OF RUBBLE
hfr'fr.'
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group heading their own
household approximately
doubled, from 915,000 to 1.8
million.
At the same time, recent sci-
entific studies indicate that
young people hive a high re-
gard for the idea of being mar-
ried. Studies done for the In-
stitute of Social Research at
the University of Michigan
showed that "marriage and
family life are the most satis-
fying. parts of most people's
liveRend being married is one
of the most important deter-
minants of being satisfied with
life."
What seems to be happening
is that young people are giving
more thought to marriage.
The women's movement has
encouraged many women to
enter or continue a career,
and the current economic
instability has made it
necessary for many young
women to enter the labor
market. The result is that
marriage roles are changing.
Men are no longer the only
breadwinners, and women are
no longer the only
homemakers.
Also, it is more acceptable
to be single and to live
together before marriage,
Another factor is that the
spiraling divorce rate has
made many think twice about
the pain and heartache of a
bad marriage. In 1975, 10 per
cent of all people between the
ages of 25 and 54 who had
married were either divorced
or separated, census figures
show.
Heatless Hazard Homes Caused
HAZARD, Ky. (AP) — "It
makes you mean," said
Roscoe Adams, who huddled
by an electric heater after a
gas-line break left his home in
the hills of Eastern Kentucky
without heat.
Hundreds of people in the
Hazard area donned heavy
clothes and spent Friday in
search of warmth. Some 1,500
homes and businesses were
heatless.
City Manager Newt Green
said 4-degree temperatures
Thursday night made pipes
contract and broke the gas
main in a mountain hollow
outside Hazard.
Gas service failed about
9:30 a.m. Friday. Green said
about three fourths of the city-
I DON'T KNOW,
CHILD. IF THERE
IS SUCH A THING,
HE WILL FINC, IT,
operated gas system's 2,200
customers in Hazard and
nearby parts of Perry and
Knott were affected.
Most families apparently
visited neighbors with other
forms of heat. Others wore
heavy coats and gathered
around small electric space
heaters.
"I've put an electric heater
in my room and I've been hov-
ering near it all day," said
Adams, a disabled painter.
Marion Summer, a retired
musician, said his house still
had some gas pressure.
-We've got one stove that's
burning low in the kitchen,
and we're all huddled around
that," he said. His three
children wore winter coats
and played indoors. "They're
having to keep moving to stay
warm."
Temperatures were in the
low 20s during the day. The
Perry County Courthouse
closed at noon, though most
businesses and offices re-
mained open.
"We've done normal busi-
ness," said Carl Carnahan,
manager of a supermarket.
"We purchased portable elec-
tric heaters and put them at
the checkout stands, and
everybody's working in their
heavy clothes."
Several schools heated by
coal opened their doors to
those whose homes were too
cold. Classes had already been
cancelled for Thursday and
Friday because of snow and
cold.
The electrically heated
Perry County Library showed
children's movies.
"It got so cold at home that
my mother sent my sister and
me down here," said Donnie
Francis, 12, one of about 30
children who watched the
films.
Green said the broken main
was repaired at 6 p.m. and
that city crews had ignited ex-
tinguished pilot lights and re-
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A near-record orange crop
— mast of tistill on the trees —
is being threatened by frigid
conditions in Florida's citrus
region.
A cold wave, nearly national
in scope, also has left a limited
supply of natural gas in many
parts of the country and has
been blamed for at least a
half dozen deaths in Ohio.
Schools in parts of five
states — Arkansas, Louisiana,
Texas, Oklahoma and Kansas
— were without heating fuel
Friday and closed their doors.
The Arkansas-Louisiana Gas
Co., which serves large sec-
tions of the five-state region,
SC HO()
LUNCH MENU
School lunch menus for the
Murray City Schools for the
week of January 12 to 16 have
been released by the super-
visor, Glinda Jeffrey. A
hamburger line is dailx at
Murray High and Murray
Middle Schools, and bread,
butter and milk are served
daily at all schools:
Menus are as follows:
Murray High—Mon-
day—fish sandwich, round-
abouts, slaw, and donut;
Tuesday—beef and gravy,
buttered potato, carrots, rolls,
butter, and jelly; Wed-
nesday—tacos, hominy, green
beans, and cookie; Thur-
sday—wiener wink, french
fries, baked beans, and cake;
Friday—spaghetti, gelatin
with pears, tossed salad, and
ice cream.
Murray Middle — Monday
— spaghetti, black eyed peas,
applesauce, and cookie;
Tuesday — baked chicken,
creamed potatoes, green
beans, rolls, butter and jelly;
Wednesday — tacos, mexican
beans, hominy, and ice
cream; Thursday — pizza,
gelatin with pears, mixed
vegetables, and chocolate
cake; Friday — fish, white'
beans, slaw, and cookie.
Carter and Robert-
son—Monday—pizza, ap-





sauce, green peas, rolls,
butter, sand jelly; Thur-
sday—hamburger, french
fries, peaches, and cookie;
Friday —ravioli, cheese
wedge, green Orans, and
applesauce cake.
asked schools and industnes
to shut down during the cold
spell to conserve a dwindling
supply of gas.
The National Weather Ser-
vice said the cold wave would
continue through the weekend
in the Southeast.
Oranges can withstand tem-
peratures as low as 28 degrees
for up to five hours, citrus
growers said. Readings as low
as the low 20s were in prospect
overnight in central Florida.
At stake i3 an estimated 136
million boxes of oranges still
on the trees, citrus industry of-
ficials said. They said that is
all but a fraction of the near-
record crop of 172 million
boxes anticipated for this
season.
The worst freeze in
Florida's history was in 1962,
when half the orange crop was




began to climb after four
nights of temperature in the
low 20s. The cold weather took
a heavy toll of that area's
citrus crop, but so far growers
have not estimated their
losses.
Bad weather was blamed
for several deaths, and in
Adams, N.Y., a state of
emergency was declared after
the village was buried under
44 inches of snow.
At least six weather-related
deaths were reported in Ohio,
where officials said com-
binations of temperature and
wind speed caused wind-chill
factors as low as 45 below zero
in some areas.
In Columbus, the cold kept
trash collectors off the job for
a second day. Their union con-
tract stipulates they don't
have to work when the tern-
peraure drops below 3
degrees.
A warming trend moved in-
to the Midwest and Plains to
end a three-day spell of sub-
zero cold there.
DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a. m. 354.2,
down 0.3.
Below dam 324.6, up 0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.2,
up 0.3.
Below dam 331.3, up 0.2.
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Approximately 12,003 sq. ft of
rental sPsce available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp..
Murray. Ky . Phone 753-3342
2 Notice
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
7534333.
3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY of Ozelma
Wilson would like to
express our deep ap-
preciation to all those
who helped in any way
to make the sudden
passing of our loved one
easier to bear. We want
to thank friends and
neighbors for the
flowers, food, cards,
visits, kind words and
prayers, Rev. A. M.
Thomas for the beautiful
memorial service and
also the Miller Funeral
Home for their kindness
and consideration. Otis
Wilson, Bill and Fern
Wilson, John and Oneida
White.
5. Lost And Found
LOST BLACK cow. Lost -
near Midway. Call 753-
2539.
LOST WHITE Gilt 220 lbs.




party. Earn cash or gift.
Call 753-0034 between 6
and 7 p.m.
NEED WASH PERSON,
male. Apply in person.







who have good skills in
shorthand and typing.
Applications should be
completed in the Office
of Personnel Services,
2nd Floor, Sparks Hall,
15th and Main, Murray,
Ky., between 8 a.m. and
5 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
LADIES COULD you use
extra money? Earn




interview to Box 151,
Murray, Ky., 42071.
EXPERIENCED CLEAN
up man. Apply in person
at Oakley Used Cars,
Inc. Old Benton-Murray

































You must have a
successful work or self
employment history.
Sales background op-




Monday', January 12 or
Tuesday, January 13







An equal opportunity em-
Pkn'er
























































































































14 Want To Buy
BUNIPER AND grill fof
067-68 Pontiac Tempest
I AsMans. Call 753-6011.
7 OR 8 foot regulation pool
table with accessories.
Call 753-5970 after 5 p.m.
15. Articles For Sale
TWO GORGEOUS
matched brass otl
lamps. You must see








sale. 20" logs $14.00,,a''
rick. 24" logs $:06 a
rick. Will special cut to
oir nfeds. Call 436-
231,5‘1f no answer call
75t-4698.
USED CHAIRS $10.00 and
up. Used desks-wood
and metal $25.00 and up.
- 4x8 particle board
$1.95. ,z" -4x8 CD $4.95.
4x3 and 4x5 plexiglass
-ii" thick $1.00 per
square foot. Fiberglass
for underpinning .10 per
square foot. Paneling
4x8 $2.95 per sheet and
up. Ross and Ilia
Salvage Mdse. Inc. Box







LINK fence with 15u 0.
D. line post, 1;u 0.D. top
rail, and tie wires. 79
cents per ft. Limited to
material in stock. For
all your fencing needs




carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again










also, 25 cubic foot chest
type freezer. Call 753-
1825
DAY BED good condition.
20.00. Call 753-2590.
ONE TWIN mattress, 2
box springs, $20 each,





lamps. You must see






$250.00. Used around one
year. Two couches, one
makes bed. Want








and Service, 500 Maple







Zig Zag machine and











FOR SALE Sears bicycle,
like new. Three speed.
Call 753-6564.
27" 10 SPEED bicycle.






for sale. Ben-'Dyer 753-
8911.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury
Locator, trolling motor,
power trim. Call 753-3932
or 753-3226 after 4.
NORTHWESTERN
GOLF Clubs, one
complete set and bag.
Graphit Driver. GR 70 x
14 radial, 4-wheel grain
bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
BE A ROCK DRUMMER.
Learn how to play
drums with rock-n-roll,






















size 30 in. x 30 in. x 30 in.
Call 753-7370.
26 TV Radio




21 Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1969 WARRIOR 3
hedroorn, 1 bath, 12 x150,
excellent condition.
Never leaked. Large
• rooms, carpeted living
rpom. Gas heatcand hot
water tank. Electrii
cook stove, has used




space and closets. Call
436-5695 nights, 753-9914
days.
1973 MODEL 12 x 70
Guerdon, 2 bedroom,




MOBILE HOME and lot.
1974 Atlantic 12 x 65,
carpeted, central air,
underpinned, furnished,
many extras, must see,
.great buy at $10,500.
Over $12,000 invested. 3
and three-tenths miles
from Murray. Near East
Elementary. Call 753-
6809 or 492,8120. Leaving
town, must sell.
MARBLE
Custom Designed and Manufactured
To Fit Your Individual Needs
With Colors to Match Any Decor.




b12 So. 9th 753-5719
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 50 TWO BEDROOM















Trailer Park. Call 492-
8327.
NEW TWO bedroom
mobile homes. 12 x 50 all
electric, central heat
and air. 31,4 miles East
of Murray. Phone 753-
7381 or 753-5303 after 5
p.m.







central heat and air,
large lots, 3',2 miles
from Murray. Roberts
Estate Subdivision. $120
per month. Phone 753-
7381 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. or
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"AS -11-4E FOOTOALL SEASON WANES.,..
HIS EVES WILL RETURN TO NORMAL1.1--,
32 Apartments For Rent
NICE TWO bedroom




now. Day phone 753-
4342, night 753-4978.
MURRAY MANOR









ments for 2, 3, 4 or 5
college girls. Close to
campus. Phone 753-51145




for 8 college girls or
boys. Each have private
quarters. Phone 753-
5145 days or 753-518$
after 6 p. us.
FURNISHED APART-





MENT, all utilities paid,
no pets. $125.00 per
month. Call 753-7915.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR rent in
country home. Call 436-
2510.
34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished, suitable for
family of 3, 1 mile out of






36 For Rent Or Lease
NEW CARS, day, week,
month to qualify
drivers. Taylor Motors,





fescue and bailed hay.
Barn stored, never wet.
Call 753-8592.
38 Pets Supplies
SELLING OUT. I am
selling my entire kennel
of nice AKC registered








Poodles. Also have some
beautiful puppies.
Phone after 7 p.m.
Murray, 753-4469.
MINA BIRD, 100.00. Call
753-8944, 8 to 5.
THE POODLE SHOP.
Professional grooming,




and can be erected in 15
minutes. 8 x 16 x 7 and 5
x 14 x 6. For all your
fencing needs. Call 444-
6865, A.A.A. Fence
Supply, Paducah, Ky.
START THE New Year
with some land of your
own near Kentucky
Lake. We bave some
very choice five acre
tracts on a black top
road (Kirby Jennings
Trail) near Hamlin, Ky.
These can be puichased.









Talent, and Ronnie Pea
would like to thank you
for making 19'74 a very
good year for them. And
also invite you to call on
them at anytime for





located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
THE 'QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
Our time is your time.
Give us a call or drop by




appointment to see this
charming brick home, 3
bedroom, dining room,
large kitchen and
garage along with lots of





want a quality home-
extra income? Check
this extra nice duplex
which has 2 bedrooms
and one bath on each
side. Redwood patio for
each side. Central gas
heat, central electric
air. Large 20' x 30'
outside storage building.
Priced in the 40's. Call
7511080 for appointment




ranch style home west of
Murray, pella windows,
sunken den, slate entry
foyer, massive full wall
fireplace, 2 car garage,
many other features. All
on 1 acre shaded lot, call
to see this home that has
been reduced to $49,000
today. Moffitt Realty
Co., 206 South 12th, 753-
3597.
Gera, Living e time, wite
mend loat end ã- 3 '-
bee'..... 2 labs, forge
Meg ran ossd ea, (pigmy)
se deed ad one ear
*heels.
Weli to litri-Air %swiss he.
ea carpeted tier* isoiireon
hew. This 1/2 rtery house Is
Need vrali pis P,ico to eel
et $17,905.
We hem bay* teal Tao
a i et this 20 we feria
teetbarst of Lyon Greve, ho-
wl, rad wee, geed he.,
hew rereeesied he.., sad
WON. Cell far • or
FaMseat.
ftlitSCII KM EST *TI
Cal 753-T163 oatisre
45 farms For Si
54 ACRES MORE or less.
Approximately 44 acres
in cultivation. Modern 3
bedroom home. Metal
tool shed Deep well.
About 6 miles North of
Murray. Price $38,500,
Call 753-1623
46 Homes For Sale












BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick near Stella on 1 acre
wooded lot with 30 x 30
shop. Call 753-7785.
THREE BEDROOM home,
20 acres of land. Located
about 5 miles east of
Fairdealing, near
Jonathan Creek, off High-
way 68. Call 527-9756.
BY OWNEtt, large " 3
bedroom briek 12ome at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with,,
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2
car carport, 10 x 60 patio
with gas grill. Also brick
utility building with 2

















consider offer. Call 753-
5693 or 753-5319.





carport, centeal air and
heat, gas, low 30's. Call
753-2485.
TWO STORY house in
good condition. Plenty of
room. In town, under
$12,000. Call 753-3672.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm












rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady lot.
$26,500, 401 N. 10th St. 753-
0690
46. Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM brick
wit ts full size basement. 2









new. Run 4 races. $595.
Street-trail Honda
SL350, 2 cylinder, 660




XR75, hot cam, pipe,







49. Used Cars & Trucks
1953 WILLIS Jeep truck, 4



















Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1,2 mile




4 ply tiolyester. White
wall your choick,A78x13,
C78x13 or E78x24 one
low price $16.88 pink,
$2.27 FE tax. Your -
choice G78x14", 15" or
H78x15"- one low price





-plus $2.67 FE tax. Your
choice GR78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price
$34.30 plus $3.17 FE tax.
Wide ones 4 ply
premium nylon with
white raised- letters,
your choice G70x14" or
G60x14" one low price
$25.95 plus $2.97 FE tax.
Truck tires highway
tread 6 ply 700x15"
premium grades $22.54
plus $2.80 FE tax.
750x16" 8 ply premium
grade $29.15 plus $3.59.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
TN.
49,Used Cars & Trucks
GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
1972 FORD F-100, 1966
Chevy. Both 42 ton
pickups. Low mileage.
Call 753-8821.
1967 CHEVROLET 42 ton
pickup truck. Call 753-
9983.




Ford pickup, $1,395. Call
489-2595.
1971 JEEP CJ5, 225 V-6,
8,000 pound PTO winch.









-- -waxed, interior cleaned.
_ Includes whitewalls and
• vinyl root 420.00, free
pickup and delivery.







Call 7534827 or 753-9618.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears seamless gutters
iRsta lied per your'
specifications. Call












Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe
work, or trucking needs.
Phone .Aurora, 354-8138
or 354-8161 after 7 p.m.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds.









work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to
New Concord. Gravel,
white rock and top soil
delivered anywhere.
Call Ross, 436-2505, open
7 days a week.
PLUMBING OR Electric,








Call 753-4124, South 4th




of color and materials.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.m.
or weekends.
AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers and en-
-closures. Aluminum
3eryice Co. Call 492-
8647.
LICEN S-ED%--,t; L EC-
TRICIAN llfornpt
efficient service. No job







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.











etc. Call 436-5838. 19
years old.
53 Feed And Seed
GOOD BALE of Claire




Pic 'N Pay Stores, Inc has over 250 shoe outlets
currently in operation with 30-50 new stores opening
troch year. Compare thes• benefits
*Above average salary
•Bonus-up to $1,200/year
•Compony paid group Msuroce
• Profit sharing
*Paid vocations
•Rapid advancement/promotion from within
•Job security
To qualify, we ask that yob have o minimum of high
school or equivalent, good personal background
flexibility to relocate and the des,re to be above
average
If you qualify or want to compare your present
position to this opportunity, call Bobby W Bear at 753-
9157, Sat I Mon Jan 10 I Jon 12 between 10 a rn-
and B p rn for a confidential interview
Pic 'N Pay Stores Inc.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
NOTICE
Guy Spann Realty is in need of new listings of all kinds. We have buyers. Start the
New Year right. List and sell your property today with Guy Spann Realty. 753-
7724
Offici, Hours 8 5 Monday through Saturday
Guy Spann Realty
901 Sycamore Street Member of Multiple Listipis Phone 753-7724
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
kick Persa0 -753-1961
ION KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
teal D. Cele 753 9723
Guy Sperm • 753-2517
Louise Baker - 753-2409
V
S.
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Reinstatement Of Charges Is
Expected Against Officials
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Attorney Eldon Webb
says he expects federal
charges against six Bell Coun-
ty men, including a farther
sheriff and two former
deputies, to be reinstated.
The charges involved
alleged collection of payoffs
from bootleggers, and related
offenses. '
U.S. District Judge B.T.
Moynahan, Jr., dismissed 17
of the 21 charges Friday on
grounds of typing errors and
oversights in the 21 count in-
dictment.
The indictment named for-
mer Sheriff Otis Cox, Jr., 39,
Pineville; his father, Otis Cox
Sr., 67, of Pineville, a former
deputy; Karl D. Campbell, 38,
of Middlesboro, also a former
deputy; Earl (1sborne, 51, of




another hearing in the case for
March 2, and Webb said he
would ask the current grand
jury to redo the entire in-
dictment by that time.
The reasons for the dis-
missals included, for exam-
ple, an error in one count
where a typist meant to say a
defendant made a statement
that was not true, but spelled
the word "ture."
Moynahan dismissed 16 of
the counts Friday, and one
other count last month, also
because of a typographical
error.
Moynahan rejected motions
Friday to dismiss four of the
counts in the indictment alleg-
Constitution. .
stitutional convention, but Clarke said
the time may be ripe for taking the
question back to the voters.
He said the approval of the judicial
article in the last General Election was
an indication that the state's voters
wanted the judicial system
restructured badly enough to amend
the constitution. And while that part of
the state constitution has been dealt
with by amendment, the part dealing
with the executive and legislative
branches still needs to be scrutinized,
he said.
What protects the people from abuse
of the responsibility of drafting a new
constitution? Clarke said the main
safeguard is that the process involves
the voters of the state along every step
of the way—including approval of the
ing that:
—All six defendants con-
spired to obstruct, delay and
affect commerce and to obtain
money from bootleggers.
—All six aided the wholesale
Liquor business without paying
tax.
—All six conspired to aid
wholesale liquor sales, ob-
structed justice, committed
perjury and collected monthly
fees from bootleggers under
threat of arrest or
harassment.
—The former sheriff com-
mitted perjury.
The six defendants are free
under $2,000 bond each. The el-
der Cox, after filing letters
from several doctors con-
cerning his health, was not in
court Friday.
(Continued from Page 1)
final document.
Gov. Julian Carroll has indicated he
would not be opposed to constitution
revision, though Clarke said he has
received no comment on the bill from
the governor.
But Carroll, in his Staie of the
Commonwealth address, told the
legislature we must challenge the
form and structure of Kentucky's in-
stitutions, we must examine every
aspect of government that touches the
lives of Kentuckians.
"No institution is too entrenched, no
structure too powerful and no document
too sacred to escape the scrutiny
required by tomorrow's needs and plain
common sense," he said.
"And that includes Kentucky's
constitution."
Proposed Regulation Revision
To Get Second Public Review
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Proposed revisions to
the state water quality
regulations will get a second
public review here Jan. 13 at a
special meeting of the
Environmental Quality
Commission ( EQC ) .
The advisory commission to
the Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection
scheduled its second meeting
on the revisions to give the
public a better chance to
review them and to question
the staff of the department's
division of water quality. The
meeting will begin at 10 a.m.,
Jan. 13, in the Capitol Plaza
Tower.
"The department has shown
sincere effort to protect the
dischargers as well as the
waters of the Com-
monwealth," one commission
member said. However, the
EQC members agreed more
time should be taken to study
the changes.
William Forester, acting
director of the water quality
division, said the proposed
changes are being rushed
along because the U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency ( EPA) has notified
the state that it will revise
Kentucky's water quality
regulations if certain changes
are not made by February.
Forester said the chaiges
that EPA requires are in-
corporated in the proposed
revisions, lie said EPA
requires two main
changes coverage of more
streams and inclusion of a
non-degradation clause.
The proposed regulations








don't flow year around. "No
flow" streams still must meet
certain state requirements.
The present regulations cover
only waters shown on the map
"Streams of Kentucky,"
prepared by the Kentucky




that higher quality public
waters shall not be degraded
unless the secretary of the
department determines it has
to be for economic or social
development and that such
change will not adversely
affect present or future uses.
Members of the EQC and
the audience asked the water
quality staff to clarify several
points and definitions at the
next meeting. One point was
whether or not the
requirement for the most
effective degree of treatment
in the non-degradation section
means that the best available
technology must be used.
At the recent meeting, the
EQC also discussed a draft of
the state's first proposed noise
control regulation. The draft,
cautioned Tommy Jackson of
the department's noise sec-
tion, was still in the
preliminary working paper
stage and was certain to be
revised further.
The draft would outlaw the
modifying of mufflers to in-
crease car noise. The
regulation would also ban
overly noisy motorcycles.
the regulation would also
prohibit noise above specified
limits. Exemptions probably
would include sounds emitted
for emergency purposes;
power-drive lawn care
equipment when used during
the day; construction noise;
impulsive sound from blasting
operations; bells used for
Nowadays even broiler-fryer
chickens have a fair amount of
visible fat. It may be cut away
and stored, suitably wrapped,
in the freezer. When a fair
amount of the fat his accumu-
lated, it may be rendered and
used in various dishes.
religious purposes during the
day; aircraft noise; railroad
noise except switching yards,
station and maintenance
facilities; highway and street
right-of-way noises; sound not
produced by people or
mechanical devices; and farm
machinery designed to be
used off the public highways.
The draft will be discussed
again at a meeting of the state
Noise Advisory Committee
scheduled for 1:15 p.m., Jan.
16, in the Capital Plaza Tower,
Frankfort.
Adult Farmers To Breckinridge In Primary RaceStart Classes At
Vocational School Ward Says He Won't Oppose
Two new adult farmer
classes will start Monday and
Tuesday at the Murray-
Calloway County Area_
Vocational Education Cent
according to Jamie Potts
Adult Agriculture teacher.
Potts said the New Concord
class will start Monday,
January 12, at seven p. m.




On Tuesday, January 13, at
seven p. m. the first session of
the Lynn Grove Class will be
held. Officers for the class are
Max Workman, president,
Carroll M. Rogers, vice-
president, and Hyland Dar-
nell, secretary.
Potts said the adult farmer
program is designed to help
meet the agricultural needs of
those in production
agriculture. The classes will






Church, 16th and Main
Streets, will hold regular
worship services at 10:45 a. m.
on Sunday, January 11, with
Church School at 9:30 a. m.
"Struggling To Be Born"
will be the subject of the
sermon by the pastor, Rev.
Charles Moffett. His scripture
will be from Mark 1:9-20 and
Acts 16:11-34.
The ordination and in-
stallation of elders will be held
at the Sunday morning ser-
vices. Kathy Mowery is choir
director and Jim Wright is
organist.
Events during the week will
be as follows: Mon-
day—fellowship, luncheon at
noon at church, and Dorothy
Moore Circle at home of
Louise Baker at 7:30 p. m.;
Tuesday — session meeting at
7:30 p. m.; Wednesday —
adult choir rehearsal at 6:45 p.
m. and mid week Bible study
at 7:30p.m.
The church will have the
sacrament of Holy Com-
munion on Sunday morning,
January 18, with a
congregational dinner at 5:30
p. m.
The general meeting of the
church women has been
cancelled for Monday,
January 11.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
After "several months of soul
searching," state Sen. Tom
Ward, D-Versailles, says he's
decided not to oppose U.S.
Rep. John Breckinridge, D-
Ky., in this year's
congressional primary.
"It was a very difficult deci-
sion," the 40-year-old- Ward
told newsmen Friday after the
state Senate aaljourned for the
weekend. "I have received a
lot of encouragement to run.
"We have gone through sev-
eral months of soul searching
(and) we just concluded we
would rather live in Kentucky,
at least for the time being,"
said Ward, whose wife, Lillie,
was standing beside him.
Ward declined to rule out
the possibility that he would
seek the congressional seat in
the future but announced he
would try for reelection to his
state Senate post.
"It would be a great honor to
serve in Washington, but my
family and I feel it would be
better to serr in Kentucky,"
Ward said.
"Had I run I would hake




Di'. James Fisher, minister
of the First United Methodist
Church, will speak on the
subject, "A Man Needs Help,"
at the 8:45 and 10:50 a. m.
services on Sunday, January
11, at the church.
His scripture will be from
Luke 4:1-16.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Paul Shahan with Mrs.
Richard Farrell as organist,
will sing the anthem, "God
Make My Life A Shining
Light," at the 10:50 a. m.
service.
David Dickson will sing a
solo, "Morning Has Broken,"
at the 8:45 a. m. service.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
The Junior and Senior
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship groups will hold
separate meetings at six p.
m., followed at 6:30 p.m. by a
program by Kathie Broach on
the District Youth Council.
Supper for both groups will be
at seven p. m.




Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
—Open /2:00 A. PA. T116 P. M.—
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Some-hasty negotiations over
a subcommittee post led to a
delay in the first meeting of
the House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
Most of the committee had
gathered for the 11 a.m. meet-
ing Thursday when the chair-
man, Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Dan-
vile, hurried in, said the ses-
sion "has to be postponed,"
and walked out.
As for what was happening,
Clarke said, "I can't tell you
right now."




Rev. Jerrell White will
speak at both the 10:50 a. m.
and 6:30 p. m. services on
Sunday. January 11, at the
Memorial Baptist Church,
Tenth and Main Streets.
Special music will be by the
sanctuary choir, directed by
Rev. Ron Hampton; associate
pastor, with Mrs. Margaret
Wilkins as organist and Mrs.
Diane Dixon as pianist.
' L. 0. Cathey, deacon of the
week, *ill assist in the mor-
ning services. Other deacons
of the church include Coffield
Vance, Joe Morton, Guy
Cunningham, Claude Miller,
Lester Garland, Starkie
Colson, Bob Perrin, Mason
Billington, J. T. Phillips, Bill
Halford, and Tommy Wilkins,
Church Teaching will be" at
940 a. m. with Tommy
Wilkins asillreetor.
The Church Training will be
at 530 p. m. with Larry Lyles
as director. Joe Doran will
lead a discussion on "Dealing
With the Devir' at the training
session.
later turned out, meeting with
House Speaker William Ken-
ton and Majority Floor Leader
Bobby Richardson.
House leaders at an earlier
meeting had decided to create
an appropriations subcom-
mittee within Clarke's com-
mittee, to be headed by Rep.
Joe McBride, D-Waverly,
Richardson said later.
The move would have put
McBride between Clarke and
the ambitious review of the
state-budget he has planned
for his committee this session.
It was irfterpreted by some
as an effort by Gov. Julian
Carroll to blunt Clarke's
budget review plans, while
others saw it only as an at-
tempt to placate McBride for
being removed as chairman of
the House Banking and In-
surance Committee.
Carroll, who had met with
McBride on Monday, said he
understood McBride was up-
set because Carroll had not ob-
jected to McBride's removal
frOm the Banking and Insur-
ance chairmanship.
Carroll said he had not
moved to prevent McBride's
removal because of McBride 's
connection with the savings
and loan industry.
When he found McBride
hadn't been in the savings and
loan business since April, Cat-
roll said, he recomrnended
that McBride be named one of
two vice chairmen in the
House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
Carroll said "there's not any
truth to" the idea he had sug-
gested that McBride become
appropriations subcommittee
chairman to keep an eye on
Clarke for the administration.
Richardson said the idea of
McBride's heading an appro-
priations subcommittee had
come up in a leadership meet-
ing as "a good faith effort to




idea came from, it created
"logistics problems" that
Clarke said he discussed with
Richardson and Kenton at lun-
chtime Thursday.
Richardson said Clarke ob-




reconvened, at 1:30 p.m.,
Clarke assigned committee
members to review budgets
and programs in nine
"program areas" of state
government.
And he announced that a
new Revenue, rather than ap-
propriations, subcommittee
would be headed by McBride.
He said the Revenue sub-
committee will keep an eye on
state revenue estimates,
which determine how much
can be budgeted for state
programs.
Clarke wouldn't say
whether he'd been prepared to
resign his chairmanship
rather than have an ap-
propriations subcommittee.




"I think mountains are
being made out of mole hills,"
he said.
The most extensive cheese
eaters are the people of
France.
The highest inhabited build-
ings in the world are those in
the Chilean village of Aucan-
quilca, at 17,500 feet above sea
level
The oldest night club is "Le
Bal des Anglais" in Paris.
The largest steel arch bridge
in the world is the Sydney Har-
bor Bridge
would have handled the job
differently," he commented.
"There are some areas where
we agree and areas where we
don't agree. John is an honor-
able man and I respect him."
He said he did not weigh his
chances against
Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Church
Of Christ Sunday
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hold
regular worship services on
Sunday, January 11, at 10:40
a. m. and six p. m. with Bro.
John Dale as the speaker.
"The Stewardship of Time"
will be the subject of the
morning sermon with Mack
Harris to read the scripture
from Philippians 4:13-15 and
Gene Jones and Harry Russell
to lead in prayers.
The evening sermon topic
will be "That You Might
Believe" with the scripture
from John 20:30-31 to be read
by Bruce McManus. Prayers
will be led by Ronnie McNutt
and Joe Garland.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service and Ed Thomas
will make the announcements.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Forest Boyd
and Webb Caldwell.
Serving on the Extension
Department will be Mark
Riley, Gene Roberts, Harry
Russell, and Thomas
Schroader.
Bible study will be held at
9:40a. m.
Breckmgricige in the primary
as a factor in making his
decision, adding that he had
received pledges of support
from across the state.
Ward said "we put our heart
and soul" into the decision and
that he told Breckinridge ear-
lier in the week that he was
considering running against
him in the primary election.
Ward said he called the
news conference because
"there have been a number of
published reports" that he
would try to unseat
Breckinridge.
"Because of the public dis-
cussion in this matter, if I felt
it would be in the public inter-
est for me to clarify my posi-
tion now, at the beginning of
this session of the General As-
sembly," he said.
One factor in the decision,
Ward said, was that "we have
unfinished business in Ken-
tucky.
"Education, health care, en-
vironmental protection, the
continuing reform of politics
and government are some of
the urgent problem areas
where much work remains to
be done in Kentucky," Ward
said in a handwritten release
distributed to reporters before
the news conference.
"We like being in Kentucky,
I like serving as state senator,
and I will definitely be a candi-
date for reelection to the state
Senate in 1977," Ward said.
Ward, a minister, farmer
and businessman and the
father of four children, ran a






"2001: A Spiritual Odyssey"
will be the subject of the
sermon by Dr. David Roos at
the 10:45 a. m. services on
Sunday,. January II, at the
First Christian Church. This
will begin Epiphany, season of
celebration of the Christian
Life, which will continue until
Ash Wednesday, March 2.
The Chancel Choir, directed.
by Margaret Porter with Gary'
Galloway as organist, will
sing the anthem, "Forever
Blest Is He" by Handel. The
red rose bud on the altar will •
be in honor of Victoria Ann
Holton, new baby daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Holton. d,
The flowers on the communion.
table will be in memory of'
Marvin Fulton by his wife.
Dr. Ron Cella will be the
worship leader with Melanie
Roos as the candlelighter.
.Greeters will be Dr. and Mrs.
Clegg Austin and Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Wainscott.
Elders serving will be
Bailey Gore and Lyle
Underwood. Deacons will be
Henry Fulton, B. D. Hall, John
Hall, Coleman McKee', Dart
McKeel, and Steve Shaw.
Mrs. Gayle Egnor will




The Calloway County •
School Band Boosters Clu
will meet Monday, Janua
12, at seven p. m. at the
room of the school.
All parents, teachers,
interested persons are urg
to attend.
Adequate insulation, hopefully. Because it curbs energy
waste like nothing else can.
Consider this: Of heat loss occurring in an uninsulated
home, about 45 percent escapes through the ceiling and 20
percent through the floor. That's a lot of heat — wasted heat
you pay for. And about half of a wintertime electric bill repre-
sents electric heating costs.
At least six inches (R-19) of insulation over your ceiling
anti three or more inches (R-11) of insulation under the floor
can really slow heat transfer, keeping heat where you want
it — inside during winter and outdoors in summer.
For more information about checking or adding to your
existing insulation, or about insulating your home from
scratch, stop by to see us. We'll give you a free booklet,
Handyman's Guide to Installing Home Insulation.
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